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Introduction
1
 Throughout human history, we have harnessed the urge to collect and cherish the things we 
find beautiful. Some devote time to rocks and seashells, others to stamps and coins, still others to 
license plates and bottle caps and action figurines. An old favorite, the cliché of  all clichés, is the 
bouquet of  wildflowers, mildly obsessed over and presented with the hesitant hope of  affection.
 From a selection of  undergraduate English majors’ creative writing assignments for 
‘Introduction to English Studies,’ taught by Dr. Beverly Rilett at the University of  
Nebraska-Lincoln, we at Fleur d’Araingée Publishing Co. have gathered the flowers we have found 
to be the most beautiful. The pervasive, ever-changing nature of  love is the theme that ties our 
bouquet together. In our collection, there is not only the touted love of  the 14th of  February, but all 
flavors of  love: platonic, familial, and intrapersonal, as well as romantic. Many of  these short stories 
align with more than one of  these flavors, as love is not a bland dessert; each layer plays its part in 
the evolving cycles and seasons through which love guides us. 
 In spring, we focus on our familial bonds, on trying to live up to the space an older sibling has 
left behind, as in “The Hunt.” In “California Bound” we try to keep our family safe, and in some 
cases, like “Dead Boys Can’t Bleed,” we fail. Throughout it all, we strive to show a system of  
support, as in “Supporting Roles,” misguided as our attempts may be.
 Summer comes, and with it the arousal of  a love of  life and self, even as that epiphany is 
brought on by the knowledge of  a looming loss, as in “Dedicated Line,” “Five More Minutes,” and 
“Living Through Death.” Our senses of  identity are harder to identify, illustrated in “Caislen na 
Gréine,” but hard-fought battles breed victory, and in “My Name is Alicia” we can soon see who we 
always were.
 After summer passes, there comes onslaught of  fall, and the slow march towards hibernation 
brings out the altered forms of  love, the impurities that get disfigured over the cruelty of  life, and in 
some cases the isolation of  love’s opposite. “The Moors” and “Every Day” describe the 
consequences of  explosive rage and the inky influences of  hatred, while in “Crime of  Passion” we 
rationalize through our fury and validate through our pain. Some of  us never quite cross the 
threshold to hatred, but don’t sit right in the umbrella of  love, and thus remain the object of  a 
twisted affection, as in “Free.”
 Unavoidably come the bellows of  winter and with it, the pain that love itself  yields. When we 
love, we inevitably lose. In “Dirty Glasses,” we see the destruction of  sudden solitude, but lovesick 
loss comes in different ways, found with “Head in the Clouds.” “White Walls” shows us how wanting 
something desperately can lead to our own pain, while “Naomi’s Melody” tells us that sometimes 
causing our own pain is necessary.
 Flowers sprout, blossom, wither, and die. Our very own spiderwort is one that suffers 
through its quiet beauty, blooming every morning and withdrawing every night. Though the winter 
comes, and brings the pain of  loss, it blooms again the next season of  its own accord. Through each 
of  these seasons, we grow; we move from our families to ourselves, then to partners, then to loss. 
But even as the tears dry, we find ourselves rolling back into the new buds of  reborn flowers, 
returning steadfast to our roots. 
noun: anthology; derived from [Greek] anthologia: “a collection of  flowers”
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 The leaves were rustling in the wind. This was the only sound to break the eerie silence 
present on that brisk November morning. Jim had been outside in his deer stand for the better part 
of  the day, patiently waiting for his prize to show itself. He had been tracking the monstrous buck 
in the weeks leading up to the opening weekend of  rifle season. He would have never spent so much 
time going after a single animal, but this year was different. This was the year he was finally going 
to get an animal larger than his brother’s prized 12-point trophy buck.  This was the year he would 
stop hearing how great of  a hunter his brother once was and prove to his father that he too was a 
talented hunter.
 Jim’s brother, Mike, was always the center of  attention. Growing up in the tiny town of  Red 
Cloud, he was the star of  everything from sports, to school, to hunting. Hunting was a huge part of  
their lifestyle, and they went every year with their grandpa and father. Very quickly it was 
established that Mike was an excellent hunter and from a very young age, he was consistently 
getting larger kills than everyone else on the trip. Everyone was always very excited to see how 
large of  an animal he would come proudly home with. This continued until Mike finished high 
school and left home, on his way to join the military and serve his country, an endeavor that 
everyone back home was extremely proud of  him for. Mike proved to be a very talented soldier, 
becoming a highly decorated marine in two tours overseas. This all changed on his third tour when 
his unit was hit by an ambush. Mike’s Humvee had unfortunately been hit in the firefight by an RPG, 
shot by a hostile soldier. The resulting explosion put him in critical condition and ultimately led to 
him perishing during an emergency surgery. 
 Understandably, this news was terrible for the family. They had lost one of  their own, and it 
affected them all greatly. Jim’s father started becoming more distant from his son after Mike passed 
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away, becoming enthralled with work and doing little else. This, in turn, put a lot of  pressure and 
stress on Jim to live up to the expectations and example set by his brother before him. He had always 
been involved in most of  the same things as Mike but had never stood out in any of  them quite like 
his brother had. Jim began competing in these activities with a renewed vigor that made him stand 
out. Coaches would remark frequently, “The way Jim plays now is reminiscent of  Mike, almost eerily 
similar.” Jim approached life with this newfound drive and was starting to be more successful all 
around. Even though he was improving, it wasn’t enough to garner much attention from his father, 
who was still distraught.  
 While hunting was a big part of  their family, Jim’s father especially took pride in it. Their 
yearly trips were one of  the biggest family events they had, and Jim knew this was the only way he 
could try and gain his father’s attention and favor back. He began preparing for the trip a couple of  
weeks in advance by checking trail cameras to see what kind of  deer were on the land they would 
be hunting. The searching turned up nothing at first, but the week before they left, he saw it. It was 
enormous; he had never seen anything quite like it. A 14-point buck had walked in front of  one of  
the trail cameras, triggering it to go off. At that moment, Jim knew that while he would be 
hunting all weekend, he only had one target in mind. When they reached the hunting area, he chose 
the deer stand closest to the trail camera and waited, determined to remain in that spot until he had 
his prize. The first morning passed without even so much as a trace of  the buck showing itself. He 
had seen other deer, but he was determined. If  he was going to get a buck this season, he would 
settle for nothing less than the one from the trail camera. The second day had passed much the same 
as the first, with the exception that his grandpa had landed a decently sized 6-point buck. Yet still, 
he waited patiently, knowing the buck would eventually reveal itself  to him. The second day of  
hunting ended with him continuing his search. The third morning his father joined him in his deer 
stand. Jim was quite surprised by the addition as his father had not been keen on quality time with 
him since Mike’s passing. 
 A couple of  hours passed by with nothing more than idle small talk between them. During 
one of  the silences, Jim heard the loud crack of  a branch snapping. Turning quickly to the source 
of  the noise, he saw it. The 14-point buck was there, about 150 yards to the left of  his stand. Jim 
quickly shushed his father and began preparing to take a shot, knowing this would likely be his only 
chance to hit his target and finally impress his father enough to win back his favor. His father, now 
realizing what was going on, immediately tried to assist his son, but he was met with resistance. Jim 
was determined to do this on his own, without the help of  his father. While focusing on taking the 
shot, Jim didn’t notice the breeze had picked up. Normally this would be fine, but it was a strong 
breeze and the distance of  the shot would make things difficult. He sat there and focused for what 
seemed an eternity until he decided it was time. He quickly wished for as much luck as he could 
muster and pulled the trigger. The deafening boom from his rifle sent birds clamoring for the sky, 
trying to reach safety from an unknown danger. He quickly looked through binoculars to see the 
result of  his action. He had missed. 
California Bound
by Jacob Nyberg
 The smoke was thick. The acrid odor of  tobacco and the sweet, enticing scent of  ill-gotten 
cognac permeated the dimly lit speakeasy. The sound of  the saxophone, clarinet, and the low, steady 
throb of  the upright bass oozed from the stage. The lilted voice of  the slender young singer ran 
across the gathered patrons. Leaning against the bar, wearing a grey pinstripe suit, eyeglasses, and 
a shiny watch, was a man in his mid-twenties. He had strawberry blond hair, quiffed into a poofy 
pompadour. Dragging his blue eyes across the room, he appeared to be searching for someone. His 
gaze fell on a burly man in a simple black suit, with a thin, slender girl with a dark blonde bob nearly 
hiding behind the tower of  a man. Seeing his mark, he left the bar, following the man’s gaze.
 Settling at the same table as the pair, he looked across the to the small young woman. She was 
a small, petite thing, in her early twenties, with large, fiery brown eyes. She had a dark blonde bob, 
that she kept tucked behind her ears. Her chaperone, on the other hand, was tall, and covered in a 
layer of  thick muscle. With a brief  cough, the large man simply barked his name out.
 “Daniel,” he said with a brief  nod. “And this is Clara.” He motioned to the indignant girl next 
to him. Not looking to the pair, she gave only a brief  wave of  her fingers.
 “Alex,” the man in the grey pinstripe suit responded. Daniel pulled a small cigarette case from 
his breast pocket, and he placed a cigarette between his lips and struck a match.
 “So, we’re here to discuss your job,” he said, holding the burning match to the cigarette held 
in his lips.
 Nodding, Alex said, “Straight to business, I see. So, forgoing any pleasantries, to where and 
what am I transporting?” Procuring a small notebook and a fountain pen, he began to scribble a few 
notes.
 Drawing on the burning ember of  his cigarette, Daniel responded, “You’re getting some 
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precious cargo from New York to Los Angeles.”
 Sitting forward in his chair, Alex peered at the man’s bearded face, trying to determine if  he 
was serious or not. “To… Los Angeles?” He asked, the disbelief  evident in his voice. “That’s more 
than three times what I normally run.”
 With a nod of  his head, Daniel confirmed, “We’re aware. That’s why you’re being paid three 
times the normal sum.”
 Sitting back again, Alex scanned Daniel’s features. After a moment of  quiet contemplation, 
Alex nodded. Quickly jotting down a few bullets on his notepad, he returned his gaze to the pair. He 
offered a slight smile. “Alright. We’re in business,” he responded. “What am I moving? Liquor?”
 With a dark and somewhat ominous grin, Daniel shook his head. “No. This time, you’re 
moving something even more precious than that.” Jabbing a thick finger towards the woman next to 
him, he said, “You’re moving her.”
 Clara indignantly rolled her eyes and offered a discontented sigh. Narrowing his eyes, Alex 
looked between the two.
 “Her?” he asked, his voice dripping with trepidation. “I told Jay that I wasn’t going run 
people. That goes against my code, and it’s a bigger risk for all of  involved parties,” he shot out, his 
voice a harsh whisper.
 Daniel’s lips curled into a smile. “She’s not going into the flesh trade, you prude. She just 
needs to get away from New York for a bit. Jay wants her safe, and New York is not the place to be.” 
He punctuated his sentence with a flick of  his cigarette, ash cascading across the rough-hewn table.
 Sighing, Alex quickly wrote down a sentence. “What’s she to Jay, anyway?” he asked, not 
looking up.
 Suddenly, there was a sharp sound of  palms on the table. Clara was standing, her curls 
framing her angular features. “You two are talking like I’m invisible!” Her eyes blazing with anger, 
she cried out, discontent evident in her exclamation. Stunned, the two men sat there, eyes wide. 
Seizing the silence, she continued: “You’re speaking like I have no say in the matter. What if  I don’t 
want to leave New York? What if  I don’t want to go with this sleazy businessman?” She jabbed a 
thin, pale finger towards Alex.
 Placing his hand over his heart, feigning hurt, Alex smirked. “Oh, how you wound me.”
 Daniel simply smiled. “I’m sorry, Miss Clara, but you have no real say in the matter. Your 
father wants you out of  Manhattan, and there’s nothing you can really do about it. He’s trying to 
keep you from being killed.”
 Suddenly, Alex’s blood ran cold. All signs of  humor vacated his voice. “Wait…” he said, his 
voice exposing the fear he feels. “This is Jay’s daughter?”
 Sitting back in his chair, Daniel drew upon his cigarette one final time. Exhaling a 
sour-smelling smoke, he nodded, all humor gone. “Si.” His light Italian accent came through. “The 
Irish have been causing a stir, and there was a threat or two made. You know… Jay’s always been a 
tad paranoid.”
 Sitting back in his chair, Alex began to realize the conundrum he finds himself  in. Looking to 
the bar, he waved over the hurried, balding man, who keeps it. Whispering a word to the bartender, 
there was a drink in front of  him within seconds. Taking the glass, he raised it to his lips. Sipping at 
the savory, copper-colored whisky, he sat it down. Nodding again to Daniel, who hadn’t looked away, 
he knew that he had signed a contract for more than transportation. 
Dead Boys Can’t Bleed 
by Peyton Pearson
 “Wil.” Savannah whispered. “Wil, you with me?” 
 “Yeah, yeah, of  course. What where you saying?”
 “The service tomorrow, you need a ride?”
 “I can walk.”
 “That’s too far to walk. Just let me take you.”
 “I’m not getting in another car.” Wil snapped, “I don’t even know if  I want to be there.”
 “Listen, I know this is especially hard on you, but he was my brother too. To be honest, I can 
barely get myself  to go, but Mom needs us there. She needs you there.” 
 “Sav, she won’t even talk to me.” He threw his hand down on the coffee table, knocking over 
an empty glass. “What makes you think she wants to see me?” 
 “Just call me tomorrow if  you need a ride.” Savanna rose, softly, pushing her chair back. “It 
starts at noon if  you care to know,” she said as she reached his front door, reaching her arm out so 
it wouldn’t slam behind her. Wil sank down into the cushions beneath him, allowing them to wrap 
around his body, holding him for the rest of  the night.
 He didn’t sleep, he just closed his eyes and pretended that he could not hear his own thoughts. 
By seven he gave up and drifted to his closet. He put on a white dress shirt over what he wore the 
day before. He wove his thin black tie between his fingers, debating whether to knot it around his 
neck or drop it back on the floor. He shoved it in his pocket and glanced at the mirror. Brown locks 
formed a nest on his head, the skin beneath his left eye was bruised and beneath that was a cut on his 
cheek, just starting to heal. The beginnings of  a suit adorned his body, but he was hesitant to 
complete his outfit. He decided against it, but as he left his home he plucked a fine jacket off  a chair 
and draped it over his shoulders.
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 Wil lumbered down the busy street, going nowhere in particular. He stopped at a café and left 
with a black coffee in hand. He was placing his wallet in his back pocket when a small figure shot 
past him, pulling his wallet with it. 
 “Hey!” he yelled. “Hey, get back —” He trailed off  as he moved into a sprint, leaving the 
coffee for the pavement. Wil had locked down his target, his wallet in center focus. He pushed 
through crowds as he watched his culprit ricochet down streets and passageways. His wallet zipped 
down an alley — a dead end. He caught up to the thief  and stretched his hand out, grasping onto 
a handful of  fabric. He pulled. The two fell onto each other, the wallet sliding away from both. Wil 
rolled over, finally getting a look at the man, no, the kid. A boy rested on the concrete, no older than 
ten. His nose was small and rose into a peak at the end. He had wide green eyes, deeper than a forest, 
that dimmed as he glared at Wil. The boy pushed his loose auburn curls from his face, wiping fresh 
blood from his forehead. 
 “Thanks, asshole,” he muttered with a slight lisp. 
 “Me, the asshole? You just stole my wallet. You should be thankful that’s all you got,” Wil 
said, pointing at the scratch on the kid’s face. 
 “I could give ya a matching one but it looks like ya got plenty already. How’d ya get those, 
beat up some other kids?”
 Wil sank back, face darkening. “Don’t steal from me,” he said, coldly walking to pick up his 
wallet. 
 “Wait! Please don’t,” the boy pleaded, wrapping his small hands around Wil’s arm. “Please, I 
need that.”
 Wil’s eyes softened. “What’s your name, kid?”
 “Charlie.” 
 Wil chuckled. “I used to know someone by that name. You need money?” 
 “No, the leather. My friend is starting to bite and I need to give her something that ain’t my 
arm to nibble on,” Charlie began.
 “Your friend bites you? Are you sure you want to stay around in that relationship?”
 “She’s a dog, dumbass.”
 “Would you stop cussing at me? My name is Wil.” 
 “I think ‘dumbass’ suits ya better. Now can I have the wallet, or are ya gonna make me steal 
one from someone else?”
 “You’ve never thought of  getting, oh, I don’t know, a dog toy, perhaps?”
 “She don’t like those fake plastic things. Only the best for her,” Charlie boasted.
 “At least let me see this friend of  yours first,” Wil budged, not exactly sure why he was 
playing along. 
 Charlie waltzed down a maze of  streets, Wil barely keeping up. They grazed past sewers 
and garbage cans until they landed in a cove tucked away behind a dissolving building. There were 
patches of  grass that blossomed between the poorly laid brick and browning moss that crawled up 
the walls. There were two blankets, side by side. One was empty and one let out a soft yip. 
 “You live here? Charlie…” Wil stammered.
 “Stump!” Charlie cried, pulling the blanket off, revealing a massive dog with white and black 
fur pouring off  her sides. Her drooping face brightened at the sight of  Charlie. 
 “That’s your dog? It’s twice the size of  you! I thought you’d have a Pomeranian or something. 
Wait, Stump? You named your dog Stump? This can’t be real.” Wil began to laugh, shrugging off  
the absurdity of  the situation.
 “Shut it,” Charlie fumed, slipping the empty wallet from Wil’s pocket and tossing it to the 
dog. “I gotta get her food, ya coming?” 
 “I’m guessing dog food from the store isn’t good enough for her,” Wil protested.
 Against any and all of  his judgement, Wil went with him. They started off  bolting between 
streets, Charlie dragging Wil behind him. The dust and grime between alleys found them no luck, so 
Charlie took off  from the ground. He found a rusting ladder with just about every other peg 
missing, and he shot upwards. Not sure how he got there, Wil joined him on the rooftop. 
  “There.” Charlie pointed. A bird adorned with feathers that beckoned like wet moss on a 
rotting tree, the ends dipped in burgundy, sat motionless across the rooftop, its color reflected in 
Charlie’s eyes. Wil nodded and Charlie lifted a makeshift slingshot and rock from his pocket, holding 
his breath as he aimed. He let the rock loose, and it hit just to the right, falling into the cracks 
between buildings. The bird did not move. 
 “Damn, gotta get closer.” 
 “Charlie, you really shouldn’t.” He had already crawled on top the splintered shingles, 
creaking with his weight. “Charlie, you’re going to get hurt!” Wil pleaded. 
 Charlie drew another rock from his pocket, delicately placing it in the palm of  his hand. He 
pointed, moving ahead. Sticking his tongue out, closing one eye, he launched the second rock. As he 
let go his knee slipped, and he fell onto the roof. The wood cracked, and Charlie began to cave in. 
Wil threw himself  towards the boy, grabbing him beneath shoulder. He pulled him back up to safety. 
The bird was gone. 
 Charlie’s leg was bleeding, a piece of  wood jutted out from his thigh. Wil grew dizzy, and his 
hearing dampened. He closed his eyes and saw shattered glass puncturing skin, his hands covering a 
wound he could not heal. He opened his eyes and saw the boy in front of  him. Wil slipped his hands 
in his pocket and pulled out the neck tie he refused to wear before. He spun it around Charlie’s leg, 
tight. Charlie whimpered, not daring to say a word. 
 “I don’t want to die.”
 The words coiled in Wil’s ears. “You’re not going to, I won’t let you die,” he whimpered. 
 “Die? Who said I was gonna die? Christ, Wil, it’s a piece of  wood, not a stampede of  
elephants. I’ve had splinters worse than this,” Charlie clipped, trying to mute the quiver in his voice. 
 “Die? I didn’t say that. I said ‘I won’t let you try,’ as in try something that stupid again. Now 
shut it and let me fix this.” They were both silent after that, neither acknowledging what the other 
was thinking. Without thought, Wil cleaned up Charlie’s leg, realizing the wound was much 
smaller than he made it out to be. Awkwardly sprawled across each other, Wil carried Charlie down 
the ladder and back to his cove.
 “Still think I’m the dumbass?” Wil poked. 
 “I’m not the one that went bird hunting on a roof  with a kid.” They laughed together. Wil’s 
watch began to scream. He looked down and read that it was twelve-o-clock. 
 “Shit. I need to go,” Wil shrieked, stammering to his feet. “I’ll be back in a bit and I can help 
you, okay? I just have to do this first.” 
 Wil took off  in a sprint across the city until he arrived at a small church. He walked inside the 
lobby, half  an hour late. 
 “Wil,” Savanna whispered. He moved to her, each step slower than the last. Her eyes were 
swollen, now emptied of  anything they could have offered. Gingerly he wrapped his arms around 
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Supporting Roles 
by Michaela Sleep 
 It’s a strange experience to be surrounded by people who look almost the same to you that 
you’ve never met. That’s how these auditions tend to go. I’m surrounded by girls of  roughly the 
same age, hair color, body type, facial features. It’s like looking in a distorted mirror, not the same… 
but uncomfortably similar. The one difference between me and them is that, while they’re all facing 
the waiting room walls nervously rehearsing lines, I’m sitting in the corner. 
 “Annabelle de Vreede.” I hear my name called and inwardly cringe when I look up to see the 
woman do a double take at her clip board. “Is there…is there any relation to Estelle de Vreede?”
 I do my best to smile wide and nod my head without revealing how wildly uncomfortable I 
am. “My grandmother.”
 She raises her eyebrows as if  to say she’s impressed, impressed by this relation I certainly did 
not ask for, and opens the door for me. I tentatively walk in, introduce myself, and begin my audition; 
hopefully, my last audition.
***
 “So, how’d it go!?” My grandmother walks into the room, instantly bombarding me as always, 
the second she hears my keys hit the counter.
 “It was alright,” I say, debating if  now is the time to start this conversation or if  I should wait 
for a better time.
 She looks at me from under an arched eyebrow. “Alright? That’s it? That’s all you have to 
say?”
 I roll my eyes and begin to walk away. “It was…yeah, it was alright, grandma. What do you 
her. 
 “Mom?”
 “She’s out back,” she responded. 
 “Sav, I don’t think I can go in there.” She slid her hand from his back and into his palm.
 “You wouldn’t have come all this way if  you couldn’t.”
 Wil lifted his head from her shoulder, tears forming a pool in his eyes. He looked past his 
sister and at the door beyond them. He fell away from her and shuffled towards the room he had 
been avoiding even before he knew it existed. Standing at the door, he plunged his fists into his 
pockets. He felt his neck tie brush against his knuckles. A ringing struck his ears, and he knew that 
there was no waiting anymore. Wil pushed through, losing feeling in his legs. The gash on his cheek 
felt brand new. His feet dragged him to the bed adorned with flowers already starting to wilt, and 
the air in his lungs left him empty.
 A boy rested there, his soft nose rising into a peak, his eyelids hiding a pair of  deep green 
eyes, auburn curls covering the scratch on his forehead. Wil stood, motionless, as if  he had been in 
front of  a firing squad waiting for just one bullet to make him turn away. He wanted that, 
desperately, but instead he was left with a child’s broken body and a scar on his cheek. Wil fell to his 
knees. His fist begged him to pound on the coffin but he didn’t even have the strength to lift his head. 
He wanted to scream, he wanted to scold the kid in front of  him just one more time, he wanted to be 
anywhere other than there. But instead he fell against his brother’s tomb and sobbed. 
 “I’m sorry,” he whispered, again and again, until his tongue was too dry to form the words.
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want to hear?” I plop down on the couch and flip on the TV, scrolling through Break a leg!!! texts 
from my actress friends, ignoring grandmother and hoping she’ll leave me be.
 “‘What do I want to hear?’ Well, every time I use my connections to get you an audition, you 
come back with no more news than a few shrugs and mumbled ‘alright’s. Annabelle, it’s like you 
don’t even want to follow your dreams! When I was your age, I would’ve killed for the connections I 
can offer you.” She lets out a sigh and sits down on the couch next to me.
 I’m sensing that might be my cue to start the talk I’ve been dreading for years. “Grandma, 
when did you ever hear me say this was my dream?”
 She stares at me speechless for a few seconds as I wait for a reaction. She sits up defensively. 
“You’ve been in theater classes since you were three, all your best friends are actors, you go to 
auditions practically every week, of  course acting is your dream. It’s in your blood.”
 She’s trying to stay calm. She’s always done that, held her tongue and let me get away with 
more than I should. I’ve seen the way she treats others, and I know it’s not usually so kindly or with 
much restraint. She compensates for my family’s success. Success may not seem like a bad thing, but 
in this family, from my viewpoint, it’s done more harm than good. Grandmother doesn’t say it and 
neither do I. But we both know that all the pain that came from my mother leaving to be a single, 
free, successful business woman in France when I was nine landed directly on me. My father, 
although an extremely loving and caring dad, is usually absent. My grandmother has raised me and 
done what needs to be done for me. She’s been reliable where her own daughter wasn’t for me. She’s 
been present. And that means more to me than she will ever know. That’s why it pains me so much 
to hurt her now.
 “Grandma, I didn’t choose any of  that. You and dad did…” I can sense her becoming more 
upset with every difficult word I reluctantly push myself  to say, but I force myself  to continue. “I 
know it’s conventionally someone’s big dream to want to be famous and I know it’s yours and I’m 
proud of  you for achieving it, I respect that so much about you. But I don’t want it for all of  this. 
I’m still figuring out what I want for my future, but I have known for a while that it is not this. I still 
want a lot for my future! I just would like to figure that out, rather than pursue something I don’t 
love.”
 My grandmother stutters through her response. “Were they—did they... reject you or 
something? Was it that bad?”
 I stand up, confused. “What? No, Grandma, did you listen to anything I just said?”
 She stands up too, now angry at these nonexistent directors she’s invented to rationalize this. 
“They’re awful, Annabelle, disgusting. They tried to rip me down when I was young, and I 
miraculously came out the better for it, but I’ll be damned if  they treat my granddaughter like this 
in this day and age.” I try to calm her down but am interrupted. “No, Annabelle this is not your fault, 
don’t you dare begin to think that. That’s when they’ve won. You’re doing so well, sweetie, so much 
better than most of  the girls your age. Like I said, it runs in your blood.” I see a proud sparkle in her 
eye as she looks at me before her anger returns, and she stomps out of  the room fiercely mumbling 
about meeting with said casting directors.
 I sit back down on our couch, defeated. I will let her avoid this for now. It can’t be easy for her, 
and I’m trying as hard as I can to recognize that. She was so successful and can never understand 
why everyone else in the entire world isn’t as passionate about the art of  theater as “we” are. I’ll 
give it some time. Meanwhile I have a sick sensation to my stomach, and I feel worse than before my 
failed confession. Between my friends constantly talking about different auditions and my 
grandmother planning my future out for me, no one knows that this isn’t what I want. Before this, 
it was my fault. I didn’t tell anyone, so how could they know? But now that I have and it’s changed 
nothing, I feel that much more trapped. I hear the second garage door raise and lower and assume 
grandmother has gone to yell at our agent or something to that extent.
 “Annabelle?” I hear my dad’s voice from the foyer. “Oh, there you are!” He drops his suitcase 
down and hugs me, and I can’t stop smiling. He isn’t due back for another week, but his schedule is 
always crazy to me, so I don’t question it. “Where’s Estelle?” The smile previously glued to my face 
leaves me immediately, and I can tell my dad notices the instant change. “What’s wrong, is 
everything okay?”
 I begin to walk away; I don’t want to transform into a disappointment with both of  the 
people I hold most dear, all in one day. I start to think of  an excuse to say when I realize I really, 
really, truly cannot keep this in any longer. “Dad. I don’t want to be an actress.”
 I expect excuses to be made for me or at the very least disappointment. He takes a drink of  
his soda, expressionless.
 “Okay, fine by me. What’s wrong with your grandmother though?” he asks intently.
 I’m confused. “W…well, I told her that, and she made a ton of  excuses for me and blamed it 
on today’s casting directors and stormed out.”
 He rolls his eyes and walks into the living room. “That Estelle always makes such a big deal 
out of  all this. Heck, when you were a toddler, I suggested that maybe we should wait until you can 
read before we hand you a script, and you should’ve seen her face,” he laughs, reminiscing. “You’d 
think I was the crazy one.” I walk over and sit next to him on the couch.
 “So… you’re fine with it? You’re not mad?”
 He turns to me, perplexed. “Honey, I will always support you in whatever you do! Up until 
now, acting has been what you’ve done, so I’ve supported you. But those plays and musicals could’ve 
been math club competitions for all I cared, and I still would’ve flown in to see them. Don’t worry 
about me.”
 I smile, “Ya know, I’ve always been really good at math.”
 My dad laughs. “They’ll probably be less eventful than Hairspray, but if  that’s what you 
choose, I will do my best to be there to cheer you on in the front row. I care a lot less about what 
your dream is and a lot more about how you pursue it. As long as you dream big, I’m never going to 
hold you to a career path that was chosen for you before you could talk.”
 I smile and hug him. As I walk to the garage to get my phone to call my grandmother, I 
realize the sick feeling in my stomach from talking to grandma left before I even told my father how 
I felt, but rather when I saw he came home. I open the door to the garage and the small smile is 
instantly wiped off  my face. Grandmother is back, and she doesn’t look happy.
 “Annabelle… I’m sorry.”
 I’m taken aback by what sounds like an apology rather than another lecture. “You are? What 
made you change your mind?”
 She looks almost ashamed as she responds. “I talked to the casting director. He said he 
would’ve given you the part if  he thought your heart was half  as into the production as the other 
girls who auditioned. He gave me a lecture not unlike the one you gave me. If  your heart isn’t into 
it, you’re just not going to make it in the industry. They can smell whether you want it or not from 
a mile away and…I don’t think you’ve been fooling anyone but me about wanting to do this. And I 
chose not to see it. I’m sorry, Annabelle. I may be an artist but I am first and foremost your 
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grandmother. I hope you know I want to see you happy.”
 Words can’t begin to express how much this means to me. I pull her in for a hug and forgive 
her. “It’s okay. It’s not your fault. You’re so passionate about acting you can’t see how anyone else 
wouldn’t be. It’s your blind spot. I should’ve told you sooner.”
 She smiles at me and says, “Well, I know now. That’s all that matters from here on out. 
Now, let’s go tell your father! I see his truck is here. He’s going to be devastated, but we’ll talk him 
through it, don’t worry.” I laugh as we walk inside. Maybe me not being an actress wouldn’t be as 
life changing as I thought. Either way, I know now that we’ll get through it together.
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Caislen na Gréine 
by Emily Benes 
 Cara stood at the edge of  an outcropping that jutted away from the cliff. The toes of  her 
boots went just over the edge, and she stared at the water swirling hundreds of  feet below. For a 
moment, she thought about what would happen if  there was a sudden gust of  wind, or if  the rock 
were to crumble away from under her. Would she tumble straight into the water, or was she close 
enough to the cliff  that she’d hit rocks all the way down before crashing, bruised and battered, into 
the waves below? Her thoughts wandered between the two for a few seconds until she imagined 
herself  missing the water completely, flying through the sky instead. She’d soar over to the nearby 
Aran Islands and then further, across the ocean and back home, back to something familiar. 
 Cara suddenly became aware of  someone calling her name. She blinked a few times, amazed to 
find her eyes had gone out of  focus. The world around her came crashing back, and she remembered 
where she was standing. Startled, Cara took a clumsy step backwards, nearly bumping into Myka. 
 “What the fuck, Cara? I said your name like five times.” Myka didn’t sound particularly 
annoyed or worried; it was more like she was stating a fact. Without waiting for an answer, she 
turned back to the ocean. “I don’t know how you can stand so close to the edge. The tour guide said 
chunks of  the Cliffs break off  all the time.” 
 Cara didn’t answer, deciding instead to study the grooves in the rock under her feet. Honestly, 
she was a bit surprised she hadn’t felt even a little nervous standing so close to the edge. For 
someone who felt nauseous standing on a two-story ladder, she felt incredibly calm standing on the 
edge of  cliffs almost twenty times that height. 
 “I can’t believe you weren’t planning on going to the Cliffs of  Moher,” Myka said for what 
must have been the twentieth time that day. 
 Myka was the only other American in Cara’s house. She was nice enough, but she certainly 
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talked a lot. Cara shrugged. “I mean, it sounded kind of  touristy. But I have to admit it’s nice.” 
 “Well, I guess it’s a good thing I dragged you along.” 
 Cara glanced at her phone. “It’s half-past one. We should head back to the bus.” 
 Myka nodded and turned back towards the visitor center. “Well, it’s probably for the best. I’m 
still afraid of  falling over the edge. Can you imagine that? Falling off  the Cliffs?” 
 Cara took one last lingering glance down the line of  cliffs along the coast and the far-off  
water, murmuring under her breath, “What a way to go.” 
 
***
 
 They had discovered the castle during the first week of  classes. Myka had heard rumors of  
two ruined structures along the river near campus. She dragged Cara along to see it but was 
disappointed to discover the ruin was only a mill from the nineteenth century. Determined to see a 
real castle, Myka had set out to find the other ruins. Cara tagged along, curious to see what 
remained of  the structure Myka claimed dated back to the 1200s. 
 It was along the river, though a little further away than expected. After a lengthy trek 
through a meadow and another cluster of  trees, the castle seemed to rise suddenly before them, its 
walls almost disguised by the surrounding trees and the plants that grew from the castle walls. 
 The castle was surrounded by a chain-link fence, but a sizable hole had been cut into the side 
with trampled grass around it, suggesting the fence hadn’t served its purpose in years. Myka led the 
way through, followed closely by Cara. They walked along the well-worn path, now littered with 
discarded beer bottles and cigarette butts. 
 Two walls of  the castle remained. They rose at least three stories up, although some sections 
were four or five stories tall. There were two towers as well; one was nestled in the corner where the 
two walls met, and the other was on the far side of  the longer wall, off  to the left. Graffiti covered 
the stones; most of  it was simple words, names, or phrases. Cara didn’t bother to try to understand 
them.
 “Where do you think we are?” wondered Myka aloud as she wandered farther into the ruins. 
 Cara glanced around. The room they stood in rose up two stories, with the remnants of  a 
great arched ceiling remaining in the corner where the two larger walls intersected. “I think it was, 
like, a great hall or something? Like where they would have had feasts or received guests or 
something. I can’t really remember.” 
 It quickly became clear that this corner was the best-preserved section. There was no graffiti 
on the other side of  the castle, and a quick examination of  the far tower showed the lower part of  
the staircase had long fallen apart. Cara reconstructed the castle in her mind, sure that it would have 
been impressive hundreds of  years ago. She scanned the wall in front of  her, the longer of  the two. 
The floors were almost entirely gone, leaving behind alcoves and windows that seemed excessively 
large. She turned her attention to the other wall. Though it was the shorter of  the two, this one had 
two stories that were still intact. 
 Myka waved to Cara from the second floor. “There’s a staircase over here,” she called, 
pointing to the corner tower. “You gotta be careful though, ‘cause there isn’t really a floor.” 
 Cara located the staircase without much difficulty. It was in the corner tower through a hole 
in the wall, roughly four feet off  the ground. The first step was missing, and at the bottom of  the 
tower was what seemed to be a shallow pool of  water filled with broken bottles and cigarettes and 
trash. The rest of  the staircase seemed relatively safe. Cara hugged the wall as she carefully edged 
her way up, grabbing the higher stairs or thin windows to steady herself. 
 “Wha- what’s in the wall?” she called up, squinting up at a small orange figurine sitting on a 
ledge just above her head. 
 “It’s a plastic dinosaur.” Myka’s voice was muffled slightly. 
 “What?” 
 “Yeah. They’re all over the place. There’s also some of  those little candles.” 
 Sure enough, as Cara got closer, she could clearly see a miniature triceratops tucked into a 
crack in the wall. She stepped out of  the staircase onto the second floor, noting with some curiosity 
a number of  tea candles and plastic dinosaurs hidden in nooks and crannies.
 Myka stood a few feet away from the stairs, pointing up. “There’s this weird hole-arch-thing 
in the ceiling that opens up to the third floor. You should go up there and look through it, and I’ll 
take a picture.” 
 The stairs between the second and third floors were in worse condition. They didn’t extend 
as far, and some left only enough room for one foot. The last stair was almost completely gone, and 
Cara practically crawled out onto the third floor. Once she stood up there, however, she gave an 
audible gasp. From where she stood, it seemed as if  the entire countryside was spread out in front 
of  her, as if  she were flying over the whole of  County Limerick. 
 She glanced back at the tower for a moment. The stairs continued up, suggesting there had 
been another floor, but the next step was above her head and on the other side of  the tower, meaning 
she was as high as she could get. Myka called to her from below, interrupting her thoughts, and so 
she hurried over to the arch for the picture. 
 Once Myka was satisfied with the picture, Cara turned her attention to the longer wall. From 
here she could see a line of  stones that stuck out from the wall several inches, plant-covered 
remnants of  what must have been the floor. For a moment Cara considered whether or not she could 
make her way along the wall, over to the far tower. She could cling to the wall, digging her hand into 
the spaces between the stones and grabbing plants to steady herself. She would have to be careful 
not to slip on the grass growing on the wall. Her stomach began to drop just thinking about it, and 
she shook her head. Not today. It was probably a bad idea anyway. 
 It took Cara almost twice as long to make her way back down the stairs, and by the time she 
made her way to the bottom, Myka was squinting up at the sky. “We should probably head back. It’s 
starting to get dark.” 
 “We should come back sometime,” Cara said, following Myka back to the fence. “I need better 
pictures.” She stopped to glance back at the castle before slipping back through the hole in the fence. 
“I can’t believe we got to stand in an actual castle. I think I could die happy now.” 
 
***
 
 Being in a new country was more challenging than she’d expected. Not that she’d thought it 
would be easy. But Cara found herself  isolated from everyone. She’d always had a hard time making 
friends, and this was no exception. Myka was nice, but she had her own group of  people to hang out 
with. Cara’s Irish housemates went out drinking every weekday and went home on the weekends. 
And Myka was always on trips. So Cara spent most of  her time hiding in her room or, when the 
weather cooperated, exploring the castle. 
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in the ceiling that opens up to the third floor. You should go up there and look through it, and I’ll 
take a picture.” 
 The stairs between the second and third floors were in worse condition. They didn’t extend 
as far, and some left only enough room for one foot. The last stair was almost completely gone, and 
Cara practically crawled out onto the third floor. Once she stood up there, however, she gave an 
audible gasp. From where she stood, it seemed as if  the entire countryside was spread out in front 
of  her, as if  she were flying over the whole of  County Limerick. 
 She glanced back at the tower for a moment. The stairs continued up, suggesting there had 
been another floor, but the next step was above her head and on the other side of  the tower, meaning 
she was as high as she could get. Myka called to her from below, interrupting her thoughts, and so 
she hurried over to the arch for the picture. 
 Once Myka was satisfied with the picture, Cara turned her attention to the longer wall. From 
here she could see a line of  stones that stuck out from the wall several inches, plant-covered 
remnants of  what must have been the floor. For a moment Cara considered whether or not she could 
make her way along the wall, over to the far tower. She could cling to the wall, digging her hand into 
the spaces between the stones and grabbing plants to steady herself. She would have to be careful 
not to slip on the grass growing on the wall. Her stomach began to drop just thinking about it, and 
she shook her head. Not today. It was probably a bad idea anyway. 
 It took Cara almost twice as long to make her way back down the stairs, and by the time she 
made her way to the bottom, Myka was squinting up at the sky. “We should probably head back. It’s 
starting to get dark.” 
 “We should come back sometime,” Cara said, following Myka back to the fence. “I need better 
pictures.” She stopped to glance back at the castle before slipping back through the hole in the fence. 
“I can’t believe we got to stand in an actual castle. I think I could die happy now.” 
 
***
 
 Being in a new country was more challenging than she’d expected. Not that she’d thought it 
would be easy. But Cara found herself  isolated from everyone. She’d always had a hard time making 
friends, and this was no exception. Myka was nice, but she had her own group of  people to hang out 
with. Cara’s Irish housemates went out drinking every weekday and went home on the weekends. 
And Myka was always on trips. So Cara spent most of  her time hiding in her room or, when the 
weather cooperated, exploring the castle. 
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 Cara would return week after week to brave the climb to the top, each trip becoming easier 
and easier. It became her escape from classes, from loneliness, from herself. 
 She couldn’t decide if  the classes were harder in Ireland or not. She contemplated it as she sat 
in the ancient hall, feeling a new connection to the history she was studying. There was less 
homework, sure, but classes were way too confusing to figure out. There were lectures and tutorials, 
and the grading system was completely different. Plus she kept missing classes. Sometimes it just 
didn’t feel worth it to get up and try to navigate the main building, which felt so much more foreign 
than the castle. She’d already gotten hopelessly lost and showed up ten minutes late to her tutorial. 
And since there wasn’t homework, going to class seemed like a waste. 
 On most days she didn’t go to class, she couldn’t bring herself  to trek out to the castle, either. 
It felt like she hadn’t earned visiting the castle, like it would make her absences even more 
inexcusable. So most of  her excursions to the ruins happened in the afternoon or on weekends. 
 Sometimes, she would go to the castle to read, bringing along one of  the books assigned in 
a class, so that at least these self-indulgent trips felt worthwhile. She would stick a few snacks and 
something to drink in her backpack. After the first time she got stuck there in the rain, she started 
carrying an umbrella and her raincoat, too. 
 On the few days someone else got to the castle before her, Cara would continue along the 
path until she reached the river again. But most days she spent at the castle, enjoying the trees and 
the meadow sprawled out below her. Here, in her own private world, everything else seemed to melt 
away. She seemed to melt away, and she imagined staying here forever. 
  Maybe that was why she tried it. She’d gotten so comfortable with the castle that it felt like a 
friend, like she knew it better than anyone else ever had. 
 It was after a particularly difficult week. After months of  enjoying a lack of  real homework, 
Cara had been faced with three separate research papers. It was overwhelming. And it had rained all 
week, making this the first time she was able to make it out to the castle. 
 She climbed to the third floor slower than she normally did, her head clouded with thoughts 
of  her papers and upcoming finals. She tried to read for almost twenty minutes but gave up after she 
couldn’t make it past the first line. Instead, she sat and stared at the wall, imagining for the 
hundredth time making her way across to the other tower. Suddenly it struck her: what was keeping 
her from trying? It was dangerous, sure, but she’d spent months getting better at that kind of  
careful maneuvering. Throwing her backpack back on, she made her way to the edge of  the floor. It 
was a little difficult to tell where the stone ended and grass began, so she cleared the plants closest 
to her, pulling out just enough to see the stone below. 
 Finally, taking a deep breath, she eased a foot onto the ledge. She grabbed onto a stone that 
jutted out of  the wall above her and stood up slowly, setting her other foot down. She continued in 
this way slowly, managing to make it a few feet before her courage gave out. Her stomach dropped, 
and she could hear the blood rushing in her ears. She looked nervously back at the floor she was used 
to and began to make her way back. 
 She began to cry. Her vision went a little blurry. Maybe that was why she didn’t notice when 
her foot slid off  the edge. Either way, she was too distracted to notice before it was too late. Her 
weight followed her foot, and her grip on the wall wasn’t strong enough to keep her up. And for a 
second, somewhere between there and the ground, she wondered if  she was flying. 
Living Through Death 
by Sam Bishop 
 What a place to die. In the blackness, the quaking sea twisted and jerked the man among the 
throngs of  the waves. His breath was labored with stings of  pain shooting about his entire body 
as the rain thundered down about him. While his eyes were open, he could barely see his own two 
hands in front of  him as the cold, dark sky enclosed the gleaming bits of  light of  the moon. The 
storm came in moments, sending his ship, The Prometheus, into the depths of  the sea, along with its 
entire crew of  70 men. 
 Yet, he heard no noise but the crashing of  water and the drums of  rain and thunder. Out of  
the rushing water came the sudden violent smash of  wood against his chest, and he instinctively 
clasped onto this tattered bit of  wreckage in the securing of  his own life. He sat tossing and turning 
helplessly as wave after wave pounded upon his back. He held on bitterly, despite the sea employing 
all its means attempting to force him down into its cold depths, as it had with all the others who had 
come before him. 
 In between his gasping and sputtering, the man opened his eyes for a quick moment to see a 
massive block of  water rushing toward him. It gave him just enough time to secure his handholds 
on the wreckage before impact. But the wave was more powerful than he had anticipated, driving 
him and his support under, into a world where all his perception ceased to matter. The immense 
force could not shake his grasp, and after his sinking, he slowly began to resurface. Coming back 
up, the pain of  his body reignited in new extremity. He desperately gasped for every bit of  air he 
could manage. With his chest feeling as though a great weight had been placed upon it, his breathing 
required so much more effort. The waves and rain continued to batter him in this position. Many 
hours passed in this feebleness, and when the storm eventually weakened, he positioned himself  atop 
the wreckage, floating precariously along. Here, the pain beat through his whole body, eventually 
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subduing him into a deep slumber...
 Opening his eyes, he saw above him a cloudless blue sky with the warm sun shining brightly 
upon him. In the distance, a short way off, he heard the cawing of  birds.
 “Birds!” he cried. Suddenly, he realized the small bit of  wreckage he was lying on wasn’t 
floating at all. It was firmly placed on sand. He bolted up and surveyed his surroundings. “Land! I 
actually made it! They said there was nothing out in this sea, but here I am!”
 He was on a long tan beach of  about 40 feet, which ended on each side with outcroppings of  
rock that rose some 20 feet high with lush green forest on their tops. In front of  him was a wall of  
extravagant color. Flowers of  every color in existence were stretching out from the vegetation 
glistening in the sun. This jungle rose upwards away from his gaze to a point high in the distance. 
From this scene, he eyed the birds he had heard before. They were circling above the jungle in 
patterns of  color not unlike the flowers below as if  painted by the same hand. Then the corner of  
his eye detected a small islet of  water feeding into the ocean near the base of  the cliff  on his right. 
His ears began to catch up with his sight again, and he soon noticed the sounds intertwining and 
reaching out for one another. The creek’s smooth cackling along with rhythmic croaks and a 
plethora of  small insect sounds entered his ears like a divine orchestra. It was as if  all life on Earth 
converged in this one spot and was unfurling in front of  his very eyes.
 He turned around and witnessed the huge expanse of  that hated sea before him in a beautiful 
blue as the beguilement of  his situation came to fruition, and he reached the revelation that he was 
inextricably alone.
 “Where is everyone, everything?” he pleaded with the sky. There was no telling of  the horrid 
night that passed before this, not a speck of  wreckage on the smooth, glasslike surface of  the water, 
nor any evidence of  his crew. The sky, similarly, was as blank as the sea, with not a speck of  clouds 
ruining the expanse of  bright blue. 
 Looking out, a sharp pain snapped in his chest that made him jerk back down onto the ground 
below him. The pain reached inside his chest and squeezed the life out of  him as he lay flat, staring 
into that great abyss of  blue. Slowly, he pushed his head up to glance down at his own bare body, and 
saw that his chest was covered in a deep blackish-purple. It spread out from the center of  his chest 
to his shoulders in a web of  filthy streaks. His head crashed back down to the ground, and he could 
sense the energy, the essence of  life the island revived so greatly in his body drain out into the sand 
itself. It hurried away out of  him towards the flowers. He could still see the open sky above him and 
hear all the goings of  life around him. It seemed to engulf  his whole presence, but it slowly began to 
fade. His breath became faint, as did his senses. He opened and closed his eyes, with each moment of  
closing stretching out into eternity. 
 Images emerged from the darkness of  that closing. He imagined his wife and two boys back 
home. That small cottage, sat happily in the green hamlet, with his warm, cozy bedroom. He could 
see his wife’s slender face beaming a smile upon him as they clasped in a warm embrace in the 
fluffy, white sheets of  their bed. Their two boys came bursting into this intimacy, squirming like 
little bugs, tickling their parents’ feet. They submitted in cool defeat, gesturing them in between 
their warm bodies. His eyes opened again, and he saw all the world around him in a motion stalled. 
The birds had moved nearer to his position, and he could see their wings gliding languidly in the 
sluggish breeze up above. The light radiated down on him as he closed his eyes once more. All the 
sounds stretched and moaned, and a picture entered his mind of  him sitting in his mother’s lap as he 
sat happily listening to her angelic voice carry off  into the cool spring air. He beamed his bright, 
innocent eyes up to her as she sang, and she returned his gaze with eyes of  sky-blue. His eyelids 
stretched open yet another time. He could now see the lush flowers directly overhead, only inches 
from his face as if  the interior of  the island had moved towards him in his dying moments. Their 
incredible fragrance rushed through his nostrils. With all this life and memory around him, he could 
not hold in his fear any longer, and a tear slid down his cheek as he closed his eyes for the final time.
 The body laid motionless on that beach. He could see what was left of  what he was. He could 
see the island’s vegetation suck it in as the sun sank below the horizon and darkness enveloped the 
landscape yet again. Everything went pitch black. Despite all of  this, he knew he was no longer 
anywhere known. His perception drained out of  him as the lack of  stimuli overcame the senses.
 But then there was a light. Not a bright, engulfing light, but a small break in the mass of  
shadow; a small pinprick of  white light indistinguishable in distance. It seemed to him that it was as 
far as a star in the sky yet near enough to hold and caress it within his own hands. He reached out to 
it and suddenly, another light, equally as puzzling, appeared. And another and another, until the void 
was immersed in a brilliant array of  tiny blazes. They began morphing into a divine construct of  
color and pattern of  multi-layered dimension. His eyes were racing around, trying to keep up with 
the whirling, twisting, jerking, and madness of  it. Then a sudden jolt came, and a sound like a crack 
pierced his ear. It rang on like a ceremonial gong smashed by the strike of  a crashing rock. The 
frequency of  it grew higher and higher until his ears vibrated out of  control and a new 
sensation overtook his conscious. He was falling and whizzing through the spectrum. His muscles 
were tightening all over and beginning to shake as he fell. What was strange was he could not tell 
which direction he was going and he began seeing more than just the color and patterns. They 
mingled together and he soon saw images forming of  faces, landscapes, happiness, anger; everything. 
Some were memories, yet many of  the images were entirely new and astounding.
 He screamed Where am I? but no sound was made. The ever-present ringing drowned his ears. 
His eyes sank deeper into his head as the pressure surrounding him drew itself  inwards. He was 
flying through the visual construction of  experience itself  until an abrupt stop and a figure 
appeared before him. He had returned to the void of  the tiny blazes. But something changed within 
him. He thought, but he could not think. He could not tell what this figure was or what it looked like. 
All he knew was that he sensed a connection with what was before him. As he studied this figure, 
a stream of  vivid pink erupted from it coming towards him and eventually enveloped him in a rich 
embrace. The figure came near in this pink light and he could see his old form reflected in this being, 
holding its hand towards him. A certain energy spurred him forward grasping tightly onto its hand. 
Their fingertips touched and instantly a warm glowing sensation busted forth from his being and he 
noticed the blazes were no longer in the void around him but were glowing from within him. These 
two beings, now together as one, moved along a long faintly lit pathway with the pink surrounding 
them both. At the end of  this path was an opening of  light standing out among the darkness. The 
figure released him and ushered him forward. He looked on and moved his radiating body about 
fitfully feeling a strange urge he had never felt before. Then he walked through.
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 One of  the last things Raymond Walstrom, a professor of  history and student of  life, ever 
learned, was that his days of  being able to learn at all might be numbered. It was a cruel irony, and 
yet he was surprised to discover that the possibility didn’t bother him.
 Leaning over a chess board one late afternoon, set at ease by the stubborn tactile quality of  
this, his shoddy park bench of  preference, Ray contemplated his predicament; it was possible, if  not 
likely, that his brain might soon reach its lifetime capacity. Maybe it’ll be a relief, he thought, fiddling 
absentmindedly with a palisander bishop. He was lying to himself  because he was ashamed of  the 
truth. The truth was he was certain it would be a relief; his spirits had already begun to lift at the 
notion.
***
 “I don’t get it,” Melanie said. “Alzheimer’s treatments can be expensive, sure, but they’re 
pretty effective these days. You’ll get through this, Ray. You’re too young to be calling it quits.”
 Ray chuckled, which did nothing to quell the uneasiness Mel had felt in the 15 minutes since 
he jaunted into her office in his best lecture suit, a navy blue Harris tweed with a matching vest and 
black tie. She liked it best because it had been her gift to him, nearly half  a century earlier, for 
finishing his doctorate.
 “You’re not listening, Mel,” he said. “First of  all, I haven’t been too young for anything in 
at least a decade. And, it’s not Alzheimer’s. I’m not losing my memory. Contrarily, pretty soon, my 
memory will be all that’s left.”
 While he spoke, Melanie stared distractedly at his flared right nostril. The various 
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 Leaning over a chess board one late afternoon, set at ease by the stubborn tactile quality of  
this, his shoddy park bench of  preference, Ray contemplated his predicament; it was possible, if  not 
likely, that his brain might soon reach its lifetime capacity. Maybe it’ll be a relief, he thought, fiddling 
absentmindedly with a palisander bishop. He was lying to himself  because he was ashamed of  the 
truth. The truth was he was certain it would be a relief; his spirits had already begun to lift at the 
notion.
***
 “I don’t get it,” Melanie said. “Alzheimer’s treatments can be expensive, sure, but they’re 
pretty effective these days. You’ll get through this, Ray. You’re too young to be calling it quits.”
 Ray chuckled, which did nothing to quell the uneasiness Mel had felt in the 15 minutes since 
he jaunted into her office in his best lecture suit, a navy blue Harris tweed with a matching vest and 
black tie. She liked it best because it had been her gift to him, nearly half  a century earlier, for 
finishing his doctorate.
 “You’re not listening, Mel,” he said. “First of  all, I haven’t been too young for anything in 
at least a decade. And, it’s not Alzheimer’s. I’m not losing my memory. Contrarily, pretty soon, my 
memory will be all that’s left.”
 While he spoke, Melanie stared distractedly at his flared right nostril. The various 
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components of  Ray’s face, to her amusement, were always in motion: his eyebrows flitted, his cheeks 
roiled and bubbled, his lips folded themselves up under his teeth. Many years before, while watching 
him react in contorted horror to a colleague’s inane argument about Taft-Hartley, she noticed that 
his right nostril was wider than the left. His expressive, and more recently gaunt, face was one of  
her favorite things about him. Now, as she grasped at the meaning of  his words, it was her turn to 
contort.
 “What?” she asked, brow furrowed.
 “I know.”
 “Seriously, Ray. What the hell does that mean?”
 “I know, Mel.”
 “Ray!”
***
 Ray had always been an exhaustive bookworm. He was never satisfied with his level of  
expertise on any subject, a fact which proved more irritating to his colleagues than encouraging. 
Every new passion, of  which there had been many, was pursued with vigor, leaving no assumptions 
unchallenged. His friends, it turned out, preferred their assumptions unchallenged; whenever Ray 
began a sentence with “actually,” the herald of  a dreaded fact check, their voluminous groans were 
liable to drown out whatever came next. But in the past, and what turned out to be last, decade of  
his cognitive existence, those things that defined him had ceased to be any fun.
 First, Ray thought to himself  as he made his birchwood move, the country went to shit. Most 
people put the blame for that on Trump, but he knew it had begun long before. Trump was as much 
a symptom as a cause. Near the end of  his first term, when it became clear that he wasn’t going 
anywhere, Ray stopped paying attention to the news. The previous four years were something he had 
no intention of  reliving. And the facts, increasingly, were not worth checking.
 Now, nearing the end of  Trump’s second term, the future was no less uncertain. Was a 
peaceful transition of  power still possible? Would there be any kind of  transition at all? This was 
the first question Ray had ever asked himself  that he didn’t truly want the answer to.
 And then Anne passed. Luckily, it was not drawn out or painful. She had gone in her sleep. 
They were supposed to embark a few days later on a trip to India. Anne had visited decades before, 
in college, and had fallen quickly in love. The music, the people, and the aesthetic beauty had made 
an indelible mark on her. That mark could be observed in her sartorial choices, in their condo’s 
decor, and if  you were savvy, in the way she carried herself. Ray had no real preference for India, but 
he recognized that it had helped make Anne the woman she was, the woman he loved. Since things in 
the homeland had become so distressing, she hadn’t been herself. He had hoped the vacation might 
make her whole again.
 Ray often wondered why the universe took her from him when it did. He thought extensively 
about it as he did all things and, one day, came to a satisfactory conclusion. It was living in America 
that had drained Anne’s color in the first place. India might have restored it, but it couldn’t prevent 
her from losing it again when they got back. Maybe her mind and body couldn’t handle that loss 
twice. Maybe her subconscious had intervened to save her, and Ray, the trauma.
 “Even then,” he thought to himself  wearily, “you could have waited ‘till we got to 
Dharamshala. You didn’t have to come back, if  you didn’t want to.”
 “You idiot,” she would have fired back. “You stupid, lovely idiot.”
***
 “We’re warning you now because, if  we wait for a definite answer, you might have already 
used up invaluable brain space,” Dr. Klein, the neurologist whose necessity was sure to put a strain 
on Ray’s meager financial benefits, explained to him. “These tests are cutting-edge, brand new 
technology. The condition itself  is still not clearly defined. And it could take weeks for us to be 
certain. We wanted to give you the opportunity to... prioritize the cognitive space you have left, just 
in case.”
 As Klein spoke, Ray felt his stomach turn to stone. He shifted uneasily on the exam table, 
rustling the wax paper with nervous fingers.
 I can deal with sick, he thought, even dead. Terminal cancer? No problem. Liver failure? Took 
long enough. But this? What the hell is this? What in the bicentennial is this quack telling me? And 
for Christ’s sake, does he not have a fucking office?
 “Huh,” he begrudged.
 “I know. I’m so sorry, Ray. Maybe I shouldn’t tell you this, but we’ve been choosing not to 
inform most of  our patients of  their ‘peak-cog’ condition. Most people are too ‘round the bend 
already for it to really make a difference, and it’s not worth causing them additional distress. But 
you’re sharp as ever. You’re in good health. We decided it would be wrong to leave you... completely 
in the dark.”
 He couldn’t express it, but Ray was grateful. If  the diagnosis was right, at least he knew he 
had kept his wits about him longer than most.
 “This wouldn’t even have been possible a decade ago,” Klein continued. “We knew that the 
human brain had some kind of  upper limit, but we didn’t think it was within reach, at least not until 
terabit Internet and these biointegrated browsers — Jesus, listen to me — came along. Still, we 
didn’t anticipate anyone reaching it so soon. It’s not your fault, Ray, you were doing your job. It’s just 
bad timing. A few years earlier and you couldn’t have possibly reached the limit. A few years from 
now and we’ll probably have a biotech solution to this issue of  cognitive capacity. If  we turn out to 
be right, then you were just… cursed with this, the day you were born.”
***
 Maybe not, he thought, reviewing the appointment again in his mind, his eyes tracking a 
Golden Retriever and its mark. The frisbee landed a few feet from him, and before picking it up, the 
shaggy, caramel dog trundled over to Ray and placed both its paws in his lap. It looked up at him 
with a loose, tongue-y smile. He patted its head a few times before the pup returned to its task.
 Ray was thinking of  Jasper. Like most dogs, Jasper also loved to fetch. And he loved people. 
Ray was always careful to avoid throwing a ball or stick too close to anyone in their vicinity. The dog 
was liable to get sidetracked with a potential new friend nearby. The last time he saw Jasper, he had 
never kissed a girl.
 Now, he mused contentedly, I’ve kissed them all.
***
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 “I gotta be honest, Mel. I’m not too broken up about it anymore,” Ray said. “This job ain’t 
what it used to be.”
 She sighed. It was complicated, but he was right.
 “I mean, I can’t remember the last time a student surprised me, good or bad. If  all these kids 
can do is repeat what the book tells them, why do I even need to be there? Why should I bother? 
Maybe if  I were a quarter-century younger, I could put up a fight, I could change things. But I don’t 
have it in me anymore, Mel. I’m full up.”
 With that, the whole arc of  their lives together flashed through Mel’s mind. She ruminated 
on the four-leaf-lucky existence they had shared; the same undergrad, the same doctoral program, 
the same employer. And, luckiest of  all, she didn’t have to be the one to marry him.
 “Gosh, Ray,” she managed. “Is this it?”
 “Looks like it,” he said.
 A deep breath of  confrontation dragged tears from her eyes and down her cheeks. 
 “It’s a miracle, though, right?” she pleaded. “That we made it here? Two best friends with Ivy 
League aspirations, and, maybe it’s over now, but here we are, tenured at Cornell, a couple of  dusty 
old scholars. We made it.”
 “You can’t just call it Cornell like I don’t know this is not the Ivy League.”
 “Cornell College, Cornell University, what’s the difference?” 
 “Substantial.”
 They laughed. It was a bit they had done a thousand times. The feeling it gave them was the 
feeling that made them friends in the first place, that had held them together for all this time.
***
 “So what will it be like? What will I be able to do?”
 “You can still do anything you want. This isn’t a death sentence, either. You might live 
decades. But no thing, or experience, will ever be truly new to you again. From what we’ve been able 
to tell so far, your brain will pull approximate experiences from your long-term memory. Anything 
you see, though you won’t be cognizant of  this fact, will be a rehash. When you meet a new person, 
your mind will show you someone you already know. If  you go to a movie, your mind will show you 
a movie you’ve already seen, whichever one is most similar. You won’t know it, but after you reach 
‘peak-cog,’ every day will be like one that came before it.”
 “So if  I were to, say, read a story about the New Iranian Revolution...” he began to ask.
 “You’ll think you’re reading about the old one,” Klein replied. “It’ll feel like the ‘70s all over 
again.”
 If  that’s really the case, Ray thought, it might be worth renewing a few of  my long-dormant 
newspaper subscriptions. I wouldn’t mind doubling back to those halcyon days.
 In truth, he didn’t care much for the present. Not only did he sorely miss what had been left 
in his past, but back then, he was excited about the future. It wouldn’t hurt, he thought, to be able to 
look forward with anticipation again, even if  it’s to a future I’ve already lived.
 “We should get the test results in a few weeks. If  you’re close, it’ll tell us exactly how much 
‘space’ you have left. If  for some reason you don’t hear from us, you can call this number. In the 
interim, I would be very calculating about how you spend your time.”
***
 Time, Ray thought with a start. Returning to the present, he looked at his watch; it was nearly five. 
Quickly scanning through his previous calls to the one adorned “Doctor Klein, Dedicated Line,” he pressed 
redial and held the watch up to his face.
 “Dr. Klein’s office, this is Marlene. What is your Patient ID?” echoed the sonorous voice on the other 
end.
 “2712,” Ray replied.
 “Well, hello there, Mr. Walstrom,” Marlene, the receptionist, answered cheerily. “Unfortunately, it 
looks like it’s going to be a few more days before we get your results back. I hope you haven’t been feeling 
too anxious about it.”
 “Not in the least,” he said. “I’ve always hated uncertainty, but ever since last month, I’ve felt more free 
than I have in a long time. I’m in no rush to get anywhere, or know anything.”
 “I’m so glad to hear that, Mr. Walstrom,” she said. “If  there’s anything we can do for you in the 
meantime, to make you more comfortable, just let us know.”
 “Oh, you’ve already given me something quite special,” he replied, giving breath to a deeper truth 
than he would ever know. “Good day, now.”
***
 Marlene choked back tears as she ended the call. It was only her second day.
“It just—i-it feels so cruel, you know?” she said, dabbing her cheeks as she turned to Corinne, her 
supervisor.
 “I know, and it might feel that way for a while. But eventually, you’ll understand. This is the 
kindest thing we can do for them.”
 “Couldn’t we just not tell them at all? So they don’t have to be afraid?”
 “They were already afraid,” Corinne said. “Telling them is what frees them from the fear. It’s 
not always a bad thing to hear the clock ticking. We give them a chance to live every day like it could 
be their last, and to make their last day the best without even knowing it. They may be uncertain, 
but they go to bed every night with at least one item on tomorrow’s to-do list. That’s why we’re 
here.”
***
 Ray tapped his watch’s screen to end the call and took a deep breath, exhaling into a relaxed 
smile. The sun was suspended only halfway up in the sky now. As he watched it traverse flat, 
rippling clouds and the sky’s broad streaks of  blue, orange and purple, Ray wondered if  a day had 
ever closed so idyllically.
 If  one of  these sunsets has to be my last, he thought to himself, let it be this one.
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 Ray tapped his watch’s screen to end the call and took a deep breath, exhaling into a relaxed 
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 Although waking up to an alarm clock is an awful experience, there are perhaps none more 
horrendous than being vomited on by your roommate at three in the morning. Maybe I shouldn’t 
have been surprised. After all, it wasn’t the first time she had spewed bile after a long night out. She 
was having fun, going on adventures, experiencing the world. She also felt like shit the next day. She 
would laugh it off  and tell me about how much fun she had and how it was all worth it. That was, of  
course, until she started coughing up blood. 
 I fainted the first time it happened. She had gone out the night before. I had watched her dress 
in tight jeans, heels, and a blouse. Her hair was short, curled, and messy. Her skin looked flawless, 
with lips a deep matte wine. She was the girl I wanted to be. Before she left, she looked at me laying 
in my bed, trying not to let her know I had been staring.
 “Don’t wait up,” she said, just before closing the door behind her. I looked at the space where 
she had been, the impression of  her still visible. The empty space screamed at me, begging me to 
take its place, to become her. I shut my eyes and turned the music up instead. 
 Before I turned out the lights, I shut the blinds, knowing she would not want the early 
morning light. She stumbled in at some point, not waking me as she normally did. When I got up, 
she was still asleep, as I had expected, so I climbed out of  bed as quietly as possible, dressed, laced 
up my running shoes, and left. The morning was cooler than it had been that week; the wind made 
the sweat on my back cool. The fronts of  my thighs turned bright red from the strong winds 
pushing against them. I stopped at one point and sat on the edge of  the stairs at Architecture Hall, 
trying to level my breath. I walked the rest of  the way back with my hands on my hips.
 “Fucking asthma,” I said, just before going into a coughing fit. The coughing lasted until I 
reached our room’s door and immediately stopped after I found my roommate bent over our sink, 
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spitting blood. 
 I stood, frozen, choking on the cough in my throat. She looked up at my reflection in the 
mirror. She was no longer the beautiful girl that had left so confidently the night before. Without the 
makeup and clothes, I could see how pale her skin was, how chapped her lips were, and for the first 
time, saw patches of  her hair missing. As our eyes met in the mirror, I could see how old she had 
become. Her eyes were wet and the corners of  her mouth were stained. She tried to smile, showing a 
full set of  red teeth.
 “Well,” she said, “at least I’ll be getting out of  turning that essay in on time.” Her face paled 
even more, and she keeled over, throwing up a fountain of  blood, splattering the white sink and 
cream tiles. My head spun and I hit the ground. 
***
 They told me I was fine, just a little shocked. My roommate wasn’t fine though. Not fine at 
all. She was in a different wing, the one where people stay pretty much until the end. The acronyms 
and all of  the doctor lingo went straight over my concussed head. It boiled down to cancer, the kind 
you can’t survive from. She must have been hiding it for a while. They asked me if  I had noticed the 
weight and hair loss. I hadn’t. They asked if  I had noticed her throwing up. I had, of  course, but it 
was supposed to have been from the drinks, not something more deadly. 
 She was younger than me by almost two years. She had skipped a grade or two somewhere 
along the way. Law school was in her future, possibly Harvard or Yale or one of  those other special 
ones. They told me she had a few months, maybe a year. What the hell are you supposed to do when 
you have so little time? You travel to the places you’ve always wanted to see, fall in love just to break 
the poor bastard’s heard when you keel over, drink until your liver fails before the other parts do. 
 I had to stay the night for observation since I had hit my head when I fell. My parents wanted 
to come, but the fifteen hour drive made it difficult. The doctors told them I just needed rest, that I 
would be fine. The drugs they gave me helped me sleep, which is good because it was pretty much 
the only time I wasn’t sobbing and contemplating my own short, futile existence. I thought about 
the few months I had known her, how little I actually knew and understood. She had a family and 
people that cared about her, that’s all I really needed to know. 
 They discharged me the next morning. I stood outside of  her room for an hour. There may 
have been a wear mark in the carpet if  there had actually been carpet. The sneakers did leave rubber 
marks. My laces were too long. The bunny ears weren’t the same size. The rubber toe was grey from 
wear. I pushed the door open slightly, peering in with one eye. All I saw were tubes filled with 
rainbow fluids.
 “Stop being a little bitch and come in here,” she said. I felt embarrassed; I was wasting a dying 
person’s time because I couldn’t get over my own insecurities. I stepped through the doorway, and 
the rainbow tubes weren’t so pleasant as soon as I saw them protruding from my roommate’s skin.
 She looked pale, perhaps a little yellow. Her eyes were bloodshot and were sunk further into 
her skull than ever before. Her lips were a vibrant, glossy, thick red. I probably paled several shades 
as I stood there examining her crippled body. She had changed so much in just a few hours. The 
little time she had left weighed heavily upon her. I pulled the chair from the corner of  the room and 
sat it next to her bedside so that I could face her.
 “I don’t really know what to say. I’m sorry.” I looked at my hands, noticing their calluses. 
 “Hey, me either. I want to joke but I forgot how. Maybe it’ll come back once I get better.”
 “Yeah, maybe,” I said with my eyes still turned down. Hadn’t they told her there was no 
getting better? Not from what she had. 
 I looked up. She was peering at me, her head slightly tilted in my direction. She was 
examining my face. I saw her eyes trace the line of  my mouth and nose. They finally found my gaze. 
She had never looked at me that way before. After answering the doctor’s questions, I had wondered 
how I could have missed her sickness. It was impossible to miss now.
 “So…last month I used some of  your Q-tips because I was too lazy to dig my box out of  my 
trunk and I borrowed your lipstick when I went out on that date with that guy and I ran out of  
conditioner so I poured some of  yours out of  your bottle and I accidentally used your toothbrush 
one time and never told you and I forgot to…” I stopped talking as soon as I heard her chuckling. 
 “Are you confessing your sins to me so you can have a clean soul when I kick it?” she said, 
with genuine amusement. 
 “Isn’t that what you’re supposed to do?” I asked. 
 “I don’t know, but trust me, all is forgiven. Now stop with that “bless me Father” bullshit and 
talk to me like I’m still alive, which I am, in case you didn’t notice.” She was looking at me like she 
always did when she tried to joke with me: looking through to an imaginary audience instead of  
at the singular me. She was still performing. I had always just smiled and nodded when she talked, 
keeping mostly to myself. 
 I didn’t remember her first boyfriend, or her parent’s professions. I couldn’t think of  her 
middle name or her favorite drink. I didn’t really know her. Sure, I knew her habits: staying out late 
and sleeping in even later. But I didn’t know her passions. Was it too late for me to know the person 
I had been sleeping in the same room with for several months? 
 I was startled out of  my thoughts by her coughing fit. Red dotted the pristine white bedding. 
I reached for the glass of  water on her bedside table and held her head in one hand as I guided the 
cup to her lips with the other. I didn’t faint this time, although I wanted to. My head felt light and 
the room spun, but I kept thinking about how weak that made me compared to the much stronger 
girl lying beside me. When she was finished with the water, I set down the glass and pulled the chair 
around so I could prop my feet up on the bed, both of  us laying out with our arms folded across our 
chests. 
 We sat in silence for a few minutes. I wondered what she was thinking about, and perhaps she 
was doing the same about me. “So what the actual fuck was up with that guy you showed up with 
last week?” I blurted. 
 She laughed, looked over at me, and began her story. It was almost magical. Her face changed, 
gained some life. We talked for hours: about her life, mine, our futures, our dreams. I began to know 
her, more than I ever had before. She gained dimension. I knew I would mourn her more this way, 
but isn’t mourning the death of  a loved one better than mourning the loss of  a stranger that could 
have been a loved one? She was no longer just the girl that kind of  snored and drank too much. She 
was someone I wanted to know and see grow and thrive. I knew she wouldn’t of  course, but I still 
wanted her to. 
 The nurse came in at one point, asked if  I was family. I looked at my friend in the bed beside 
me, then around the empty room. I was not her family, but I was the only one there. Before I could 
answer the nurse, she said, “Yeah, I can see that you are.” 
 That nurse saw something, something I had not realized yet. We were more than we had been 
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My Name is Alicia
by Neida Tornel
 According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, one of  the definitions of  the intransitive verb 
naturalization is to become established as if  native.  
 Would you like to legally change your name?  
 I read the question on the application over and over in my head. I thought about how 
selecting yes would change my life. I also thought about how selecting no would change my life, or 
rather, not change it at all. I thought about all the names I liked: Athena, Rachael, Meredith, Camille. 
As I sat in the lobby of  USCIS, thinking about possible names that I could change my current name 
to, certain flashbacks of  my life came flooding to my head. 
***
 “We have to go, Alicia.” My mother said to me in Spanish as I cried.   
 “No, I don’t want to go!” I yelled. “Who’s going to take care of  my goldfish? Or Roxy?”
 My mother rolled her eyes at me in exasperation. She had been begging me for the last few 
minutes to get in the car loaded with suitcases of  our clothes. My twin brothers and my father were 
already sitting in the car. My dad got out of  the driver’s side and came up to me. He knelt in order 
to be face to face with his stubborn seven-year-old.  
 “We’ve already told you, Alicia,” he began in a soothing tone. “Roxy is going to stay with your 
Grandma. And your goldfish too.” He smiled at me.  
 “I don’t want to go. I don’t want to go to Houston.” I said, reaching my arms around his neck 
and hugging him. I felt the tears beginning to slide down my face.  
 “You have to.” He said, hugging me back. “Or do you want to leave Mom, your brothers, and I 
when I walked through her door initially. More than we had been the entire time I had known her. 
We finally saw each other for who we wanted to be. 
 I stayed all night and into most of  the next day. Finally, a stranger appeared in the doorway, 
dressed elegantly in a ball gown but with mascara streaks running down her face. I saw the 
resemblance immediately: the nose, shape of  the lips, eye color. She must have just heard of  her 
daughter’s inevitable fate. 
 “I’ll give you a few minutes,” I said as I rose from the chair. I shuffled over to the door and 
traded places with the woman. She passed me without taking her eyes from the body in the bed. I 
turned to go but stopped as I heard a shaky voice say, “Rhi, you’re coming back, right?”
 “Of  course, Em. I’ll be back with some snacks.” I turned to find her looking after me 
hopefully and trustingly. I smiled at her with as much courage as I could muster. “I’ll be back soon. 
Give me five minutes.” 
 As I walked down the hallway away from her room I felt like I was being stretched and pulled 
apart. I wanted to run back and tell her I would never leave, but how could I? After all, she would be 
the one leaving me eventually. I stopped walking. Looked at my sneakers. They were worn, beaten 
to hell, mostly falling apart, and yet they were sturdy, comfortable, and molded to me. They were a 
small part of  what made me who I wanted to be, and so was she. I knew then she would never really 
leave me. I looked at my watch. Four minutes thirty-seven seconds.
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I all alone?” I brought my face from the crook of  his neck around to face his. I shook my head.  
 He smiled at me. “Ok then, we have to go.” He lifted me in his arms and carried me to the 
backseat of  the car. As the car pulled away, I turned my head and looked at the place that had been 
my home all my life. It became blurrier and blurrier, both from the distance and because the tears in 
my eyes blurred my view. I waved to it, with a feeling in my heart that I would never return.  
 My first few years in a new country went by in a blur. The first few months of  living with my 
Aunt Carolina and her husband were awkward. I felt out of  place. I didn’t like the way my aunt and 
her husband spoke. I couldn’t understand them. I didn’t like the food; it tasted different. I didn’t like 
the way my aunt wouldn’t let me outside because of  the heavy traffic. I hated playing in the 
backyard; I felt trapped by the fence. As time went by, these differences started to lose significance to 
me. I started school, and at first, that was weird to me too. But then I began to love it. In my 
classroom, I had students who spoke the same language as me; they were also fresh off  the boat. I 
also didn’t have to wear a uniform, which made me happy. There was also grass and a playground to 
play in instead of  the concrete at my old school. The walls at my new school were covered in 
colorful posters that I would spend hours looking at, trying to decipher the words until I eventually 
understood them. The walls at my old school had only holes to decorate them. I believed that, 
eventually, I would be happy. I stopped believing that when I switched to a private school.  
***
 The entire class was full of  little white kids. They looked at me like I have seen children look 
at animals in the zoo. They analyzed me from head to toe. As the teacher introduced me to my new 
class, I gave my classmates a defensive look as they looked back at me with keen interest.  
 “Hello, everyone. This is Aleeshaa our new friend,” Mrs. Schnetzer said as she looked down at 
me. She smiled, pulling her lips back and displaying a straight arrangement of  white teeth. “Would 
you l---,” she began to say, but I interrupted her. 
 “That’s not my name,” I said defiantly.  
 She frowned and then smiled again. I didn’t like her smile. “What?” she asked.  
 “My name is not Aleeshaa,” I replied, copying the way she had mispronounced my name. “My 
name is Alicia.”  
 “That’s what I said, sweetie.” She turned towards the class. “Now, let’s introduce ourselves to 
Aleeshaa one by one.” I was so angry that she had lied that I didn’t even pay attention as my 
classmates stood one by one and stated their names.  
 That was not my last humiliation at my new school. My day consisted of  trying to correct 
Mrs. Schnetzer’s mispronunciation of  my name or fighting with some of  the kids. 
 Their picking consisted of  questions such as: Why do you wear your hair like that? Eww, 
what is that you’re eating? Why do you talk so funny? I was so hurt that I would cry to my father 
after school, begging him to take me back home.  
 “Daddy, please,” I pleaded in Spanish, “take me back home. I don’t want to go to that school 
anymore. The kids don’t like me, and I don’t like them. And the teacher doesn’t know my name!” 
 “Alicia,” he began to explain in a soothing tone, “we can’t go back. Mommy and Daddy have 
jobs here. Your aunt and uncle are paying for you, Sebastian, and Manuel to go to a good school 
where you will learn a lot of  things.” I ended my pleading by running to my room amidst tears and 
slamming the door.  
 Things at school didn’t change. Mrs. Schnetzer kept calling me Aleeshaa, and so did the rest of  the 
kids. Mrs. Schnetzer, frustrated at my constant reminders to her that Aleeshaa was not my name, began to 
call me Alice. That only made me angrier. I got so angry that I stopped replying when she called out “my 
name.”  
 “Alicia, Mrs. Schnetzer said that you are being very naughty,” my mother scolded me one day. “She 
said you don’t answer when she calls your name.”  
 “Well, Aleeshaa is not my name,” I snapped. “And neither is Alice!”  
 “You have to understand her, Alicia. She cannot say your name,” she explained.  
 “Why not?” I retorted.  
 “Because she is not like us. She cannot speak the way we do,” my mother explained.  
 “Well, I can say her stupid name! And it’s harder than mine!” I argued. “And I can say Keyon 
Kopischke’s name right! And it’s hard! But he can’t say my name either!”  
 My mother looked at me with pure exasperation in her eyes. She rolled her eyes and then 
rubbed her temples with her fingers. “Alicia, please, for your own good! Stop ignoring your teacher! 
Or you’ll be in trouble,” she threatened, giving me the look that sent me and my brothers running. 
 I had always been scared of  my mother, so the next day at school, I corrected Mrs. Schnetzer 
for the last time, “Mrs. Schnetzer, my name is not Alice, it’s Aleeshaa.” Mrs. Schnetzer gave a 
triumphant smile.  
 As the years went by, I grew tired of  correcting everyone who mispronounced my name, but 
it always bothered me. Even my mother and brothers started calling me Aleeshaa. My father did not; 
I loved him even more for it. I begged my father almost every day those first few years to take me 
back to Culiacán, back home, but he always gave me the same explanation, that we were better off  
here than in Culiacán.  
 I had childish thoughts about running away. I hated living here. I was so different from the 
other kids at school, so different from everyone else. Sebastian used to pick on me, telling me I was 
really an alien abandoned by my alien family. I found some comfort in his silly story; it explained 
why I felt so different. Every night I prayed for my alien family to come and take me back with them 
to Culiacán. 
 Those same feelings of  alienation followed me all my life, but I was no longer that small 
defiant girl. So I learned to hide my feelings, to bury them deep inside me like grownups so often do. 
I tried to mold myself  to fit this new world. But, those feelings never truly left, even now they still 
follow me. I snapped out of  my reverie and looked around me. Suddenly, I started to wonder if  I was 
doing the right thing. I looked down at the application in my hands. 
 Would you like to legally change your name?
 I read the question again. And again and again. I finally made my decision and stood. My 
name is Alicia.
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 “That’s what I said, sweetie.” She turned towards the class. “Now, let’s introduce ourselves to 
Aleeshaa one by one.” I was so angry that she had lied that I didn’t even pay attention as my 
classmates stood one by one and stated their names.  
 That was not my last humiliation at my new school. My day consisted of  trying to correct 
Mrs. Schnetzer’s mispronunciation of  my name or fighting with some of  the kids. 
 Their picking consisted of  questions such as: Why do you wear your hair like that? Eww, 
what is that you’re eating? Why do you talk so funny? I was so hurt that I would cry to my father 
after school, begging him to take me back home.  
 “Daddy, please,” I pleaded in Spanish, “take me back home. I don’t want to go to that school 
anymore. The kids don’t like me, and I don’t like them. And the teacher doesn’t know my name!” 
 “Alicia,” he began to explain in a soothing tone, “we can’t go back. Mommy and Daddy have 
jobs here. Your aunt and uncle are paying for you, Sebastian, and Manuel to go to a good school 
where you will learn a lot of  things.” I ended my pleading by running to my room amidst tears and 
slamming the door.  
 Things at school didn’t change. Mrs. Schnetzer kept calling me Aleeshaa, and so did the rest of  the 
kids. Mrs. Schnetzer, frustrated at my constant reminders to her that Aleeshaa was not my name, began to 
call me Alice. That only made me angrier. I got so angry that I stopped replying when she called out “my 
name.”  
 “Alicia, Mrs. Schnetzer said that you are being very naughty,” my mother scolded me one day. “She 
said you don’t answer when she calls your name.”  
 “Well, Aleeshaa is not my name,” I snapped. “And neither is Alice!”  
 “You have to understand her, Alicia. She cannot say your name,” she explained.  
 “Why not?” I retorted.  
 “Because she is not like us. She cannot speak the way we do,” my mother explained.  
 “Well, I can say her stupid name! And it’s harder than mine!” I argued. “And I can say Keyon 
Kopischke’s name right! And it’s hard! But he can’t say my name either!”  
 My mother looked at me with pure exasperation in her eyes. She rolled her eyes and then 
rubbed her temples with her fingers. “Alicia, please, for your own good! Stop ignoring your teacher! 
Or you’ll be in trouble,” she threatened, giving me the look that sent me and my brothers running. 
 I had always been scared of  my mother, so the next day at school, I corrected Mrs. Schnetzer 
for the last time, “Mrs. Schnetzer, my name is not Alice, it’s Aleeshaa.” Mrs. Schnetzer gave a 
triumphant smile.  
 As the years went by, I grew tired of  correcting everyone who mispronounced my name, but 
it always bothered me. Even my mother and brothers started calling me Aleeshaa. My father did not; 
I loved him even more for it. I begged my father almost every day those first few years to take me 
back to Culiacán, back home, but he always gave me the same explanation, that we were better off  
here than in Culiacán.  
 I had childish thoughts about running away. I hated living here. I was so different from the 
other kids at school, so different from everyone else. Sebastian used to pick on me, telling me I was 
really an alien abandoned by my alien family. I found some comfort in his silly story; it explained 
why I felt so different. Every night I prayed for my alien family to come and take me back with them 
to Culiacán. 
 Those same feelings of  alienation followed me all my life, but I was no longer that small 
defiant girl. So I learned to hide my feelings, to bury them deep inside me like grownups so often do. 
I tried to mold myself  to fit this new world. But, those feelings never truly left, even now they still 
follow me. I snapped out of  my reverie and looked around me. Suddenly, I started to wonder if  I was 
doing the right thing. I looked down at the application in my hands. 
 Would you like to legally change your name?
 I read the question again. And again and again. I finally made my decision and stood. My 
name is Alicia.
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hates so stubbornly is because they sense, once hate is 
gone, they will be forced to deal with pain.”
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The Moors
by Denise Chin
“Legend said that eating a mermaid’s flesh will bring immortality, but what the legend did not say was for 
whom.”  
 The moors were not the right place for a being like me. It was nothing like the ocean depths 
I had been born to thrive in. Yet fate had decreed that I be bound there in the earth, far away from 
my kin who must have continued into the deeps. The wind, relentless and unending, stopped sending 
their voices to me from the sea.
 Time passed slowly there, like a hermit crab racing a tuna. A blue whale had once told me 
that time passes faster in the ocean. I understood that on the moors. Even as the blur of  the 
centuries passed, I remembered how I came to be there, trapped in a strange place.
***
 It was dark when I woke up. There was not a shred of  glorious sunlight, not the usual rays 
that would gleam through overarching ice crevices. There was no lull of  current sliding across my 
skin, only darkness and stillness. Nothing stirred, save the distant feeling of  something crawling 
above me, I tried to move my tail, only to find that I could not move at all. The darkness was stifling, 
and the weight like a thousand miles of  water pressure began to register on my chest. Panic began 
to set in. This was not where I last remembered being. The earth that held me was not what I was 
made for; the stillness was not only around me but inside me as well. Dirt had taken up the space 
where my body had once been, and struggle as I might, I could not move even a fraction. It was ages 
before I realized that there was nothing left of  me to move anymore, and I slowly floated upwards, 
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breaking the grassy surface of  the earth.
 The last scenes of  my prior life were dark and bloody. There was a net that dragged me out 
of  the water and into the blinding sun that burned my skin. The bitter air forced itself  into my 
chest. I remembered screaming, a feeling that scorched my throat.
 “We got one! Careful, bring her in nice and steady!” 
  “Finally, his Grace will be pleased.”  
 “Hah! Only after we’re done here with it, Capt’n!”  
 “Boy! Stop yakking and bind her mouth and get her onto the altar!”  
 I remembered my screaming coming to an abrupt stop as they roughly shoved a gag into my 
mouth, leaving a feeling that sickened my throat and broiled the air. 
 “Damn it! Let’s just kill it right now.” 
 “No, we need her alive for the ritual.” Hands hauled me onto a surface so hot it seared my skin 
red and charred my scales. But nothing compared to what came after, when the straggling creatures 
on two meat pillars towered over me and began driving stakes into my limbs.  
 I whipped and raved madly. “Hold that bitch down, knock her out if  you need to.” They 
pinned me down and crushed my head with a heavy rock. And as I lay there dying, the last things 
I felt were cold edges slicing me down the middle and greedy hands gouging my insides. Blunted 
teeth ripped through my internal organs. I heard a final wail of  the sea wind like a funeral dirge.  
 They must have thrown me back into the waves when they were done. My remains sank to 
the bottom where I laid unaware until sea became earth, and the rain beating on my bare skull woke 
me again.
 There was not much left of  me by then. The cartilage that supported me dutifully in the 
water had long since dissolved into the ground. Only my skull remained, lying in a bed of  bone chips 
and buried deep in the dirt with a dreadful symbol crudely carved into the cranium. I was trapped, 
unable to move on to the next life, and unable to return to my former. Darkness seeded in the space 
where my heart had once rested and spread out like veins. Venom ran through me in replacement of  
the blood that had bled onto the deck of  the ship. Innocent. Murdered. Devoured. 
 Hate. I had heard tales of  humans succumbing to it. I had thought my kind was immune to 
such emotions. I remembered a friend once told me that love and hate are opposite sides of  a coin 
and thus would be of  equal intensity. But alas, at the hands of  these humans, my life came to an 
abrupt end. I was never taught to love, only to hate.
 It was with this passion that I laid down the curse on those of  my tormentor’s seed. I wished 
that their lineage suffer the same fate as I. For every plunge of  their knives and for every shriek of  
sorrow that escaped my lips, I wanted them to feel pain. I wanted their love and all that they love to 
be twisted and broken, that love would be connected to despair. 
 And thus, I watched, and for decades I listened to the anguished wails of  my victim’s hearts. 
And though none could see me, I grew more beautiful and terrible with every scream, and every 
tear shed. If  I had been visible to the eyes of  mortal men, my scales, once a shimmering cerulean, 
would have glowed of  dark heartless abyss, my hair, once whiter than the silks of  an anemone and 
as iridescent as the purest of  pearls, would have hovered around me like the appendages of  a raging 
kraken. 
 As time passed, the moors grew dark and gloomy in my presence, and the eyes of  the 
animals began to take a savage light. Still, the wind blew, but I heard nothing from it except torture 
and wretchedness.
 It took years and years, but illness, psychosis, and heartbreak soon brought their lines down 
to the last two whelps of  their kind, and I waited patiently and gleefully for them to die. But as they 
heaved their final breaths in unison, I felt a great crack in my being, and I knew that the final piece 
of  my body that had kept me in this world had finally broken. A fracture split my weathered skull in 
half, and in turn, me.
 As I watched my pieces crumble away, a feeling that I could not recognize bloomed in my 
chest. A ray of  light burst out from the decrepit depths of  my cold, black heart, the final roar of  
an underwater volcano. It burned through the strings that had bound me, and then my bones were 
gone, gone for all eternity.
 It was then, and only then, that I could finally be at peace. 
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 She had always thought that poison would come in a prettier bottle than this. In her mind, 
the bottle would be small, and the glass would be dark, perhaps a Prussian blue or deep emerald, but 
this bottle was rather ugly, she thought, holding its brown glass up to the light to gaze at the liquid 
swirling inside. Oh well, she supposed the bottle didn’t really matter, just as long as the stuff  inside 
did its job. She set the bottle on the small table beside the divan and crossed the room to her vanity.
 She tilted the mirror and gazed at her reflection with a satisfied smirk. How in the world 
could George think he would find a girl more lovely than her? With a deft pat, she fixed a 
nonexistent flyaway in her perfectly coiffed hair. The maid had taken nearly two hours to curl and 
pin her hair so that the golden curls would frame her face and fall in perfect waves down her back. 
Diamond pins sparkled amongst the curls. At her throat coiled several strands of  dark purple pearls, 
a wedding present from her beloved George. She thought it only fitting to wear them the night 
they would be parted. Him and that whore Bettie, she thought, her crimson smile twisting to a sour 
frown.
 Her thoughts were broken by the shrill ringing of  the telephone. In fright, she spun to stare 
at the phone where it sat on the small table, her hand clutched to her chest. Tilting her chin, she 
crossed the room and made to reach for the phone but paused. What if  it was George calling to tell 
her he wouldn’t be home tonight? It wouldn’t be the first time he had thrown a half-formed excuse 
at her. Her eyes slid to the bottle beside the phone. No, this night was destined to happen. The fifth 
ring of  the phone finally brought her to action, and she smoothly removed the phone from its rest 
and brought it to her ear.
 “This is Marilyn.”
 “Marilyn! It’s Bettie, I’m just now leaving, but the driver says that traffic is atrocious. I may 
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be rather late.”
 She’s no doubt leaving the hotel, Marilyn thought bitterly. Why George decided to carry
on affairs in hotel rooms was beyond her; they were so easy to track down.
 “Of  course, Bettie. It’s no problem. I’ve only just asked the butler to retrieve a bottle from the
cellar…” Outside, the faint sound of  a car pulling up could be heard over the pouring rain. “See you 
soon, darling!”
 Marilyn returned the phone to its rest a tad too harshly, but her anger and adrenaline had 
been rising all night in anticipation. She spun on her heels, the hem of  her gown twirling with her. 
The reflection in her vanity mirror showed an attractive young woman clothed in a cream dress that 
clung to her voluptuous figure like a second skin. Around her knees, the dress split and satin fabric 
framed her shapely legs. Her crimson heels matched her glossy lips. This, she thought, is a 
woman who deserves what she wants. Her fingers felt the cool glass of  the bottle behind her. “This 
is a woman who deserves her revenge.”
 She heard the door to the parlor open with a resounding bang and a curse. God damn that 
fool, she thought bitterly. He’s just let the rain dirty her pristine marble floors.
 “Marilyn! Darling! I’m home!” George bellowed from the parlor.
  And so it begins, she thought, stashing the tiny bottle in her generous bust. With a flourish 
that caused her dress to again ripple around her, she made her way from her room to the top of  the 
grand staircase. At the foot of  the stairs, George stood dripping in his gray trenchcoat, staring up 
at her as if  she were an angel. A sudden strike of  lightning illuminated her figure against the large 
window at the head of  the stairs.
 “George! My poor thing! You’re dripping wet!” Marilyn exclaimed, rushing down the stairs, 
making sure to step lightly enough that her dress billowed attractively behind her. George stared at 
her, bewildered; Marilyn had not greeted him like this in a very long time, with a smile on her face 
and happiness in her voice. “Let me fix you a drink,” she said, cupping his face tenderly.
 Marilyn walked to the doorway left of  the parlor and entered the lounge where many a night 
she and George had hosted parties for their friends. The opulence of  her house no longer gained 
her notice or pride. Vengeance now consumed her every waking thought. She crossed to the bar, 
reached for George’s favorite brand of  whiskey with one hand, and slowly withdrew the bottle of  
poison with the other. She neatly poured the whiskey into a glass and uncorked the poison. She could 
hear George in the other room removing his coat and hanging it on a hook. She paused with her 
hand over the glass, the clear liquid inside the bottle rested only a centimeter from its lip. Her hand 
trembled slightly, and her lip began to quiver. For a moment, her courage flagged, and she tipped the 
bottle back. Perhaps she would serve George his drink sans poison. After all, he was the only man 
she had truly ever loved, and she felt that he still loved her. If  she told him she knew of  his 
infidelity would he beg her for forgiveness? Would he get down on his knees and promise to reject 
Bettie? Would he vow his loyalty to Marilyn as he did on their wedding day? The sound of  George’s 
leather oxfords squelching towards the room snapped her from her reverie. No, she thought, men 
like George cannot change. She emptied the bottle into his glass. The clear poison masked perfectly 
by the amber liquid.
 Marilyn looked up at George with a soft smile on her face as he entered the room. She 
stretched her arm across the bar to hand him his drink. Another stroke of  lightning lit up the room. 
The lights flickered, and the whiskey seemed to glow gold for a moment.
 “Darling, you’re an angel from my sweetest dreams,” George sighed, taking the glass 
gratefully from his wife’s hand. The lights hanging above the bar’s counter illuminated George with 
a soft glow, but Marilyn could only look at the pink smudge of  lipstick on his shirt collar. She 
wondered if  he believed her to be blind or if  he simply did not care if  she noticed. George 
swallowed the drink in a single gulp and placed the glass back on the counter. He looked up to find 
Marilyn studying his face, though her smile was gone. Her eyes pierced him, and he wondered what 
she was looking for. He began to feel uneasy.
 “Darling, is everything alright?” he asked tentatively.
 Marilyn stared at him a moment longer and turned away as if  to grab a glass for herself  as 
well.
 “I was wondering, George, why you were so late getting home tonight?”
 “Well, darling, I had a project to finish up for the meeting tomorrow, and of  course Henry
was…late getting in today…so…I had to start…late…” This last word was spoken with a
gasp as George slid from his chair and fell to the floor with a dull thud. He crumpled in on himself.
A ball of  paper being crushed by a giant hand. He made no sound, though his mouth gaped like a 
dying fish. His pupils had contracted, and the whites of  his eyes grew pink as blood vessels burst. 
Marilyn waited for a few moments and listened to the sound of  George in his death throes before 
walking around the bar to gaze at her husband’s twitching, prone form. A purple hue had now 
overtaken his face. His eyes seemed to stare at her, but she knew he could not see her for all of  the 
blood that now clouded his vision. It was the most beautiful thing she had ever seen.
 Her gaze was jerked from the satisfying sight before her as the doorbell rang. So, Bettie had 
come at last. “Well George, it seems Bettie has come to join us as well. It’s probably not as exciting 
for you, considering you just saw her.”
 With this, Marilyn stepped over George’s body. He had gone still, but she was no longer 
concerned with him. The final step of  her revenge was still left to be done. She stopped in the 
doorway between the lounge and parlor, grabbing the pistol that she had stowed in a little side table 
shortly after George had left for work that morning. The doorbell rings again. Marilyn now entered 
the parlor and walked slowly to the front door, the gun held stiffly at her side. She would only be 
able to get a few shots in before the servants would come running and she would be forced to flee. 
She reached for the handle and took a deep breath. It was too late to turn back now. Her hand met 
the cold metal of  the door handle and… a deafening shot echoed through the room. She shrieked 
and the prop pistol clattered to the ground.
 “Cut!” the director yelled. “God damn it, who just fired that?! I told you to wait for my cue!”
 With a sigh, “Marilyn” lets her shoulders slump. This would be the third time shooting the 
scene today.
 “Are we reshooting?” “George” asked, walking into the parlor. “Cause I’m gonna be honest
these red contacts are starting to give me hell.”
 “Absolutely not,” the director bellowed, “this scene is shitty as it is. I’m makin’ the writers 
redo it!” “Marilyn” tuned him out as he bellowed some more. If  only they would give me a real gun, 
she thought wistfully, this movie needed a competent director.
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redo it!” “Marilyn” tuned him out as he bellowed some more. If  only they would give me a real gun, 
she thought wistfully, this movie needed a competent director.
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Every Day
by Anthony Skaleski
 Duh Dum. Duh Dum. The obnoxious tone of  a breaking news story rings out across the 
nearly empty bar, reverberating off  the glass of  thousands of  forgotten memories. The 
mosquito-of-a-sound buzzes through the silence and finds its way into the ear of  Paul, the 
proprietor. The hollowed eyes of  the middle-aged man shift their gaze from his mindless work of  
wiping the bar and adjust their focus to the TV mounted on the far side. He turns to face it, tapping 
on the shoulder of  Thomas — the only other man in the bar and his most loyal customer — and 
points at the screen, just in time to hear the beginning of  the announcement. The banner across the 
bottom of  the picture reads “Six Dead in Massacre: Hostage Situation.” 
 “We now go live to South Central, L.A., where Tim Hazbeck is currently reporting. Tim, 
what’s the situation look like there?” The screen changes to a picture of  a stout man wearing a deep 
button-up shirt that might be a size too small. He is showing far too much enthusiasm for someone 
reporting at the scene of  a homicide, and for a brief  moment, Paul considers changing the channel. 
The reporter stands in front of  a line of  police vehicles and flashing lights like a big sweaty 
blueberry that rolled out of  the crate and onto the table. Holding his hand to his ear and looking at 
the ground, he begins to nod, saying, “It’s not looking too good, Martin. The man appears to have 
barricaded himself  in the house with a single hostage. We’re uncertain as to the identity of  the 
individual, but we do know for sure that they are, in fact, a woman.” 
 By this point, Tim has lowered his hand from his ear and turned at a 45-degree angle, 
allowing the camera to get a shot of  the small house where everything is unfolding. Spotlights shine 
on the façade, illuminating every inch of  the chipping blue paint that covers it and reflecting off  the 
cheap brass numbers 7-8-7 nailed to the left of  the front door.  
 The picture stays on Martin as the audio from the studio plays over the scene: “Clearly 
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nothing is certain, Tim. Have there been any breakthroughs in what initiated this tragedy?” 
 “Well, around 4 PM Pacific…” The audio drones on as Paul turns back to his work on the bar. 
He takes one long breath through his nose before wiping down more of  the bar. Thomas lazily drags 
his head back to his drink after taking his fill from the blueberry on the TV. He looks down past his 
plaid shirt and into his empty glass, and without speaking or raising his head, he pushes it towards 
Paul. Paul walks to the far side of  the bar where he tosses aside the damp cloth and wipes his hands 
dry on a towel around his waist. Making his way back to Thomas, he pauses and grabs a bottle of  
Johnnie Walker — careful to choose from the top shelf  — and two glasses.  
 “Would you believe it? Six dead. And for what?” Shaking his head, Paul pours out equal shares 
of  the spirit into the two glasses and, upon thinking twice, gives himself  an extra drop or two. Paul 
strokes the stubble on his chin and neck and briefly recalls the days when all the hairs were black. 
Back when Cindy was around. Reaching for the cap to the bottle, he pours even more into his glass. 
He raises his glass to his lips just as another mosquito bounces from the TV and tickles his ears. 
 Duh Dum, Duh Dum. “It appears a new development has shed some light on what, until this 
point, was thought a senseless and impulsive slaughter. The police have released the names of  both 
the hostage and the criminal. The criminal’s name is Clifton Meier. The hostage’s name is Catie 
Meier; she is the criminal’s ex-wife. She was reportedly visiting her cousin here in South Central for 
a…”   
 “How about that, Thomas? It was his fucking ex-wife,” Paul says between sips from his drink. 
Breathing deeply and feeling the weight of  the alcohol slip down his throat, he sets his glass on the 
bar and leans on his arms. He lets his shoulders sink as low as possible and stretches his neck 
towards the ceiling. Slowly shaking his head, he pulls himself  back to correct posture and looks over 
at the scrubby man. “Thomas?”  
 Thomas raises his head in acknowledgment, his shaggy hair partially hiding his face, and 
nods in agreement while he gulps down the rest of  his drink. Slowly raising his hand and pointing it 
at the screen, he says, “And this is why I never got married.” He chuckles at his own expense.  
 “Even if  you had a dollar for every night you spent inside this bar, you couldn’t get a woman, 
Tom,” Paul says. With prolonged gaiety and a clasp on the shoulder, he says, “But I guess that makes 
two of  us, ay?” He pours another pair of  drinks. This time he noticeably spends more time 
pouring his own than Tom’s and, feeling self-conscious, says, “Well, you got a head start on me. I 
need to catch up.”    
 After taking another drink and letting the silence settle like the flakes of  a snow globe, he 
says, pointing at the screen, “But seriously, Tom, what do you make of  this? This young guy can’t be 
more than 26, he’s just getting going in life, right? And he throws it away for what? Love? Jealousy? 
Jesus, man, this kinda shit upsets me. I don’t get it. Just once the world should let me help. Drag one 
of  these guys in here, and I’ll chat him up, you know? Before they go all crazy. You know what, it 
doesn’t even have to be ME. It could be a psychiatrist, a friend, a bartender, whatever. Talk to your 
goddamn booze; I don’t care.”  
 “I know all about that!” Tom interrupts with a cheap smile and a sweep of  his hands in front 
of  his glass like a magician showing the rabbit he just created from air. 
 “I just want to help these guys...you know? …Why can’t I be that guy?”  
 Duh Dum. Duh Dum. “The hostage is being released! Clifton Meier has agreed to release 
Ms. Meier!” With the steps of  a newborn colt, a frail woman emerges from the front door. Hands 
raised beyond the moon, she wobbles forward until she collapses on the grass. The police rush 
forward to grab her just as the door opens again. A man in a black vest and tie stands in the frame, 
gun in his hand. He begins to raise it to his head, an echo of  yells pierce through the screen like a 
detonated land mine filled with needles. The screen goes black. 
 Paul takes a long pull from his glass and shudders. He picks up the remote, turns off  the TV, 
and slides back down to the end of  the bar. He picks up a clean rag from the pile and the spray bottle 
of  soapy water. That fresh scent of  lemon reminds him of  his mother and her obsession with 
mopping the bathroom. Every day she’d mop the bathroom; she never missed a single day. He 
wondered if  her life was like his, if  she felt the way he did. Looking down, he sprays the bar, careful 
to avoid the tiny imperfections that never could disappear despite tireless efforts from a more 
ambitious Paul. He made small circles with his rag, making sure the whole bar was dry. This was his 
life, and this was his job. Every day.
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 Everything was bright; the sun seemed to beam off  of  the sheets of  freshly fallen snow that 
hid the yellowed grass beneath it, and a young girl shielded her eyes from the bright white light that 
seemed to illuminate everything around her. The trees formed a canopy of  white, connecting them 
like powdered sugar connects pieces of  french toast on the plate of  a child. As cold, icy wetness fell 
as a powder across her face, the girl climbed up a steep hill with a wooden sled in tow behind her. 
The trek was tiring, and she had done it three times already, but she was determined to do it over 
and over as long as it continued to snow and plan out a new path for her to slide down.  
 Marching through the drifts, she lifted her knees high only to have them sink back into the 
cold depths of  white. She stumbled slightly but continued on, stopping only to fix her scarf  that 
repeatedly came loose in the winter’s bitter wind. The wetness of  the snow seeped into her gloves 
and turned her fingers into different shades of  purple, but she took no notice and instead kept her 
vice-like grip around the rope that connected her and the sled. She kept going and could almost see 
the top of  the hill when the wind came through in a hard gust. The bells that were tied to the front 
of  the sleigh let out a soft jingle, and Abigail woke up.  
 She couldn’t yet see anything through the night, but she could feel the wet ground beneath 
her; its coldness had soaked through her clothes as she slept. Eventually, her eyes adjusted to the 
darkness; the fuzziness of  sleep still hung over her like a fog, but soon it cleared as she once again 
heard the jingle of  bells that had originally woken her. Quietly, she sat up in her spot, keeping her 
head low enough not to scrape it against the low hanging branches of  the tree. Smells of  pine 
surrounded her, and she sat in silence, surrounded by darkness and listening to decipher from which 
direction the sound of  bells was coming from.  
 Abigail held her breath and listened: the rustle of  leaves as the branches moved in the wind, 
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the sounds of  small animals scurrying over the leaves, the whirring of  cars on the highway not far 
from where she sat hidden, and the thumping of  her heart as it worked overtime from a mixture 
of  fear and anxiety. Her knees were purple with bruises, and the same marks accentuated her neck 
in the spotted pattern of  fingers. Small scrapes raked across her body and face from where she had 
been whipped by branches of  trees that she had been unable to see in the blackness of  the night. Her 
bare feet and toes were painfully frozen, even though her body tried its best to keep her warm. Yet, 
there was one reassurance: Abigail knew her heart was pumping. She was alive, but, as she listened 
and once again heard the soft jingle in the distance, she knew wouldn’t be for long if  she didn’t 
move. 
 Abigail rolled up the heavy legs of  her sweatpants, and, as she stood, she felt the T-shirt that 
was three sizes too big for her ripple in the night’s breeze. Sure that she had heard the sound of  the 
bells come from the south, she headed in the opposite direction. To the north was the distant sound 
of  cars which ran through as a sign of  where people would be: where she could get help. All 
Abigail had to do was make it there, and she would be free. With this thought in mind, she continued 
through the woods, trying to make as little noise as possible. The moon illuminated the sky and the 
woods around her, lighting the trail that led her to a creek. Climbing down the muddy slope to the 
bottom, she found a stone pathway that allowed her to cross without getting in the water. She 
started across the path but began to breathe heavily as the coldness of  the stones under her feet 
brought nightmares to life in her mind. 
***
 The basement was always cold, and the only solace from it and the stone floor was if  Abigail stayed 
on the mattress in the corner. All of  the basement windows had been boarded up, blocking light from coming 
in. One time Abigail had asked her captor if  he could let in a little light, just this once. She missed the sun 
and wished to feel it against her face, even if  only for a little while. Abigail was lucky, for if  he had been in 
a worse mood that day, she might not have gotten off  as easily. He roughly grabbed her by the chin and thrust 
her head upwards so he could see her face. “Are you being ungrateful, pet? I give you a room to stay in, food to 
eat, and a bed to sleep on, but is that not enough?”  He gave her a hard shove, and she fell back onto the cold 
cement. 
 “You better start being more appreciative of  what I do for you, girl, or else Bo here could end up 
having some new bones to bury.”  The man’s German Shepherd sat hidden behind his feet. In the darkness of  
the basement, the dog’s face looked almost wolflike. Around its neck was a collar, and hanging from it was a 
bell. 
 “Now, come over here and show me how much you appreciate me.”
***
 
 Abigail crossed the creek successfully and then marched through the mud that lay on the side 
of  it, her toes feeling even more wet and cold than before. The muck caked her feet, creating 
almost a sort of  padding as she walked back into the woods, over sticks and burrs fallen from bushes. 
Abigail paused for a moment to check the direction she was walking in when she heard a howl rip 
through the night air and into her soul.  
 She thought she saw a bright beam of  light shining through the trees from the west, not 
too far away. Abigail heard the crunching of  sticks and leaves under feet and the soft jingle of  a bell. 
Without hesitation, Abigail turned back to the way she had been previously faced and 
sprinted straight north. A thought reminded her that she wouldn’t be able to outrun Bo; there was 
no physical way. The thought was quickly pushed away as the faint jingle echoed through her head 
once more. Abigail could no longer hear her thoughts or even her own wheezing. She was in a dead 
sprint, and she wasn’t stopping. She didn’t know where she was going, but she knew she wasn’t 
going back to him. 
 Soon, the sound of  cars driving by got closer. The pace of  Abigail’s feet picked up, and she 
put all of  her energy into the last leg of  the race for her life. She was almost to the road; she was 
almost free from him. The sound of  the bell rang in her ears until they were drowned out by the 
sound of  her own screams piercing through black air. She cried and screamed, desperate and 
hopeful that maybe someone would hear her. Tears blinded her as she ran, trying to not trip over 
large branches or rocks that littered the ground. Her mouth tasted of  iron, sweat, and desperation. 
She could no longer hear the sound of  the dog running behind her; the pounding of  her pulse filled 
her ears. She saw lights beaming through the night through the last line of  trees. Abigail 
lengthened her strides and pushed off  of  each foot harder than the last time, finally breaking 
through the branches. The feeling of  grass left her toes and turned into cold cement beneath her 
feet. The sound of  the cars she had been so desperate for, got louder and she looked to her left where 
she expected to be greeted by darkness, but instead, everything was bright. Abigail was finally free.
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on the mattress in the corner. All of  the basement windows had been boarded up, blocking light from coming 
in. One time Abigail had asked her captor if  he could let in a little light, just this once. She missed the sun 
and wished to feel it against her face, even if  only for a little while. Abigail was lucky, for if  he had been in 
a worse mood that day, she might not have gotten off  as easily. He roughly grabbed her by the chin and thrust 
her head upwards so he could see her face. “Are you being ungrateful, pet? I give you a room to stay in, food to 
eat, and a bed to sleep on, but is that not enough?”  He gave her a hard shove, and she fell back onto the cold 
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***
 
 Abigail crossed the creek successfully and then marched through the mud that lay on the side 
of  it, her toes feeling even more wet and cold than before. The muck caked her feet, creating 
almost a sort of  padding as she walked back into the woods, over sticks and burrs fallen from bushes. 
Abigail paused for a moment to check the direction she was walking in when she heard a howl rip 
through the night air and into her soul.  
 She thought she saw a bright beam of  light shining through the trees from the west, not 
too far away. Abigail heard the crunching of  sticks and leaves under feet and the soft jingle of  a bell. 
Without hesitation, Abigail turned back to the way she had been previously faced and 
sprinted straight north. A thought reminded her that she wouldn’t be able to outrun Bo; there was 
no physical way. The thought was quickly pushed away as the faint jingle echoed through her head 
once more. Abigail could no longer hear her thoughts or even her own wheezing. She was in a dead 
sprint, and she wasn’t stopping. She didn’t know where she was going, but she knew she wasn’t 
going back to him. 
 Soon, the sound of  cars driving by got closer. The pace of  Abigail’s feet picked up, and she 
put all of  her energy into the last leg of  the race for her life. She was almost to the road; she was 
almost free from him. The sound of  the bell rang in her ears until they were drowned out by the 
sound of  her own screams piercing through black air. She cried and screamed, desperate and 
hopeful that maybe someone would hear her. Tears blinded her as she ran, trying to not trip over 
large branches or rocks that littered the ground. Her mouth tasted of  iron, sweat, and desperation. 
She could no longer hear the sound of  the dog running behind her; the pounding of  her pulse filled 
her ears. She saw lights beaming through the night through the last line of  trees. Abigail 
lengthened her strides and pushed off  of  each foot harder than the last time, finally breaking 
through the branches. The feeling of  grass left her toes and turned into cold cement beneath her 
feet. The sound of  the cars she had been so desperate for, got louder and she looked to her left where 
she expected to be greeted by darkness, but instead, everything was bright. Abigail was finally free.
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“It’s so much darker when a light goes out than it 
would have been if it had never shone.”
John Steinbeck
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Dirty Glasses
by Hope Hamilton
 Just about everyone I know is afraid of  two things. First, sending a rude or scandalous text 
to the wrong person. The second greatest fear among us is falling in love and actually showing the 
world we have real emotions. For twenty-one years, I told myself  I didn’t believe in love. Like my 
friends, I was afraid of  showing I had a heart. Truth be told, I just never wanted my heart to be 
broken. I wanted love, but that would mean letting someone into the darkest corners of  my brain. 
However, the universe had other plans. The universe didn’t send me a rude or scandalous message. It 
simply sent Adam.
***   
 
 When we first met, I noticed his height immediately. He was six feet, five inches, a whole foot 
towering over me with blonde, shaggy hair and green eyes. I noticed his shoes next, brown boots. I 
was a sucker for boys in good shoes. When Adam asked you a question, he wasn’t just asking; he was 
listening. He had a sincere personality. He was rare. I couldn’t categorize him with any other boy I 
had met; I was infatuated. As cliché as it sounds, we became inseparable. All those stupid love songs 
on the radio finally made sense. 
 I learned everything about Adam quickly. He had grown up in a big family: a mom, a dad, 
three sisters, and two brothers. Adam was the second oldest. He attended Catholic school and was a 
good kid until about nineteen. That’s when his mom got sick with breast cancer. He went through 
a rough patch and started selling drugs, but he assured me it was only pot. He blew off  college. He 
made a lot of  money for a few years, and his mom eventually recovered. I think he is still recovering. 
 Just as I learned about him quickly, he learned about me in the same way. He learned I was a 
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junior in college who was in love with books, especially Harry Potter. And how I enjoyed laughing 
as much as he did. I told him all about my family: my mom and dad and two older sisters. Just like 
Adam, I also had my own dark secrets; I told him how my mom had gone to rehab for alcoholism 
when I was seventeen. He didn’t judge my family, or me, but I still kept one secret all to myself. I 
promised myself  I wouldn’t tell him until I really knew I loved him. 
 As we continued, we fell deeper and deeper for each other. But there was still a small voice 
in the back of  my head questioning my every move. Were we really in love? Or were we just in love 
with the idea of  love? 
 “Babe, will you tell me something you’ve never told me?” He pulled me down onto his bed 
with him.  
 “I wish I could eat peanut M&Ms every day for the rest of  my life.” I curled up next to him, 
cuddling into his left side. “I wish it was illegal to text inside a movie theater.” 
 “Hey,” he laughed. “I mean something not a lot of  people know.” 
 I hesitated, “Well, there is only one thing I haven’t told you. But in all reality it really isn’t a 
pressing issue, and, honestly, we don’t need to talk about it—” 
 “Quit rambling.” He extracted himself  from our embrace as he rolled on to his stomach and 
looked me in the eyes. “What is it?” 
 “Um… it’s not a problem anymore.” 
 He pulled the glasses off  my face. “Baby, what is it?” He cleaned the dirty lenses on his red 
T-shirt.   
 “I had, well, I have an eating disorder,” I said, avoiding eye contact. “Before you came around, 
I was headed towards a small disaster.” 
 “You have one right now?” 
 “Yes and no,” I responded. “Sometimes it’s like it doesn’t exist. Other days it controls every 
action and decision I make. And I don’t want to sound stupid or say because of  you it went away 
because it doesn’t work like that. But since you came around it’s like it has a muzzle, that part of  me 
is quieter. I may not be completely normal, but, for the first time, I feel like I might be getting there. 
It’s like how my mom will always say she is an alcoholic even though she has been sober for ten 
years.” 
 “Baby.” He lifted my shirt slightly, exposing my stomach. “You.” He kissed right under my 
chest. “Are.” He kissed again, going lower. “Perfect.” He trailed kisses all the way to the button of  my 
jeans. “I love you. I love your body.” He grabbed the side of  my hips. “But above everything, I love 
your mind.” 
 “But my mind has ugly parts.” My heart pounded in my chest and inside my throat. 
“Sometimes those parts make me different.” 
 “I love you, even the darkest parts,” he said. “When I met you, I thought you were one of  the 
most beautiful girls, but, the more you tell me, the more beautiful you get. I just love you.” 
 I kissed him, and it was nothing like any other kiss we had shared before. “I love you, too.” 
 “I love you,” he said again. He looked at me like I was something he’d never seen before, and 
his smile turned into something different. He placed his hands on my bare waist. “I love you here.” 
He kissed my forehead. “I love you here.” He kissed my nose. He continued repeating himself  until 
he was back to my stomach, where he placed his hands. 
 “I love you.” My hands planted on his chest, bringing him back to my face. Our eyes locked, 
our noses pressed together, and we were kissing again. 
 Just like that, our brains let our bodies take over. The world went quiet, and nothing else 
mattered. I didn’t worry about what my body looked like. I gave him all the stars left in my sky, his 
and mine aligning. At that moment, I knew love was nothing to be afraid of  and nothing to avoid. 
That was the first time in my life when everything made sense; nothing else mattered but the love 
we had for each other. After that night, I didn’t question love anymore.  
 As the months moved forward, I began to pick up on the smallest details, like how he had the 
craziest bedhead every morning. Adam would always sneak in comments asking about what I had 
eaten that day, to see if  I had actually had anything. The way his eyes would follow me when we 
went out with our friends, just so he knew I was okay. The way he would clean my glasses because 
he swore they were always so dirty. My personal favorite was when we were in public, and we just 
enjoyed the other person’s presence. His presence was something I grew to crave more and more. 
 ***
 “Did you have sweet dreams, baby?” he asked. 
 It was a summer Tuesday morning.  We were tucked under his white comforter that felt like 
a field of  clouds draped over us. It was the twenty-fifth of  June; the sun peeked through the window 
to the left of  his bed. His green eyes opened slowly, and he reached to pull me closer as he waited for 
my answer. 
 I kept my eyes shut against his arm, as I recovered my dream. “You were wearing a 
Ghostbusters costume, and got arrested, and it happened in the grocery store parking lot.” We 
laughed, and he kissed me good morning. 
 “Did you have good dreams last night?” I asked. 
 “Yes, but you’ll say I’m cheesy if  I tell you.” 
 “Adam!” I rolled my eyes. “I’m already laughing at you. I had a dream you were wearing a 
Ghostbusters uniform.” 
 “Baby,” he said gently. “I had a dream that you were mine forever.” 
 He smelled of  Irish Spring and summer sleep. “You’re just saying that.” He was so handsome 
to me, even when he had just woken up. He carefully pressed his forehead against mine. 
 He lifted my chin. “I only see my future with you in it.”  
 “I love you,” I said. 
 “I love you, too.” 
 I only see my future with you in it played over and over in my head. I relaxed. I smiled. We kissed 
again before we faded right back into our previous dreams. 
***
 
 On June twenty-sixth, we were riding in your car when someone ran a red light and hit us, 
taking only one of  us. Just know I’m sorry I had to leave you. I would have stayed if  it were my 
choice. My biggest fear in life before I left wasn’t the fear of  falling in love, but the fear of  falling 
out of  it. Adam, I wrote this for you because it’s the best way to say I love you. You showed me the 
closest thing to magic in our world. Our story is scattered and full of  secrets. Secrets whispered 
to each other in the early hours of  the morning. To be honest, I always thought you were going to 
break my heart, not the other way around.   
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Head in the Clouds
by Kendall Hoesing
 Every time Private Tyler Hoff  opened a new envelope, personally addressed to him by Miss 
Christa Brenner, the noise of  artillery always became more distant and faint, as if  the sounds of  war 
had been drowned in a sea of  emotion and fantasy. From then until the time he wrote back to her, 
painstakingly choosing his words and constantly rereading hers, he would forget about the death 
and the guns and the threat of  war, as if  he’d never enlisted and never gotten on that boat. As if  the 
Western Front was little more than a boring place that kept him from his girl.
  He had met his ‘pen-pal’ at a dance the night before he shipped out with Bellamy. Tony Durst, 
their high school’s old halfback, had introduced the two at the beginning of  the night. And although 
Tyler could sense a bitter flame of  jealousy in Tony growing throughout the night, he and Christa 
just seemed to click together. As it turns out, they had more than a little in common, and by the end 
of  the night were finishing each other’s sentences and laughing at the slightest of  jokes.
  Private Hank Bellamy had gone to the same high school as Tyler, and he was a mutual friend 
of  Tony’s; and by extension, Christa. Bellamy had been with Tony and Christa on their first date a 
week before senior prom. The two of  them had been intimately involved for some time now, even 
before that dance, and as obvious as it was, Bellamy didn’t feel like spelling it out for love-struck 
Tyler. He wouldn’t believe it anyway. His fantasy world had permanently convinced him otherwise.
  And despite the occasional artillery barrage or gas bombing, life on the front was quiet 
enough to allow Tyler’s mind to wander to places beyond the trenches and the war, picturing what 
life might be like when he came home to Christa. At this point he took it for granted that the two 
would get closer, even get married someday. Even when he adjusted his gas mask or took cover from 
flying shrapnel, he couldn’t help daydreaming about carrying her over the threshold on their 
wedding day, or what their kids might look like.
 I was next to you when you asked where I was, and they told you the bad news. I am 
sorry I couldn’t be there to hold your shaking body. I am sorry I wasn’t there to catch you when 
you dropped to your knees, full of  pain. I will be near you every day until you don’t need me next to 
you anymore. I will be with you in ten or twenty years when you go to the movies. Someone will be 
texting, and a smile will grace your face because you will remember how mad I used to get at those 
people. You will smile when you see peanut M&Ms and remember those were my favorite. But most 
of  all, the moment I can’t wait for is when you are eighty. When you pick up your glasses from your 
coffee table, you will notice how dirty they are. Then you will smile, and I will be there as you 
remember how much you loved me. And how much I loved you. And you will laugh at how dirty you 
always thought my glasses were.
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  The other soldiers in his unit always told him he had his head in the clouds. Even when digging out 
trenches or firing over the line at advancing soldiers whenever Jerry went on the offensive, his mind was 
always on those letters: which words he would send home to his lover-to-be, or mulling over the words that
had come back from her. Always reading between the lines, always thinking that her friendly 
disposition was slowly giving way to something deeper, something more romantic.
  Even though most of  them didn’t know, like Bellamy, that the woman Tyler was writing to 
was already taken, they still thought it was something he should get his mind off  of. Most of  them 
would just laugh and give him a conspiratorial slap on the back every time a letter came in for him, 
but Bellamy was the only one to ever make a conversation of  it.
  “Say, Tyler,” he said one evening as they sat ankle-deep in mud under the rain. “How, uh…
how are things going with Christa?” This was less of  an honest inquiry and more of  a conversation 
starter. He knew what the response would be, and he also knew the objective truth.
  Tyler, as always, raised his head and stared at a spot just over the head of  the person in front 
of  him. Head in the clouds, yep, that was Tyler. “They’re going great. She was telling me in her last 
letter about how she’s having trouble with her garden, so I sent her some advice that my aunt 
always used to give. She had quite the green thumb…” His eyes drifted shut for a moment and a 
smile slowly crept across his face. For a moment, it seemed that despite the helmet strapped on his 
head and the mud smeared across his cheeks, it would be hard to convince anyone that this was a 
young soldier who had spent 6 months in an Allied trench. He had seen the same horrors as 
everyone else there, but he seemed in denial of  any form of  sorrow. Everyone had their own drug, 
Bellamy supposed. For Tyler, it was his hopeless romance.
 “So, Tyler, when you get back—” (trying not to think of  the version of  that sentence which 
contained the word if) “—do you think she’ll still want you? I mean, lots of  guys spend the war 
writing to women, but when they get back, their girls have two kids and a house with the local 
accountant. I know it hurts to think about, but guys like us just get forgotten sometimes.”
  Tyler laughed. “Well, sucks for them, but it probably happened because some of  those guys 
didn’t write often enough. Christa and I keep in as close of  touch as possible, considering the 
circumstances. And with the way she talks, I can’t even imagine her getting involved with some 
other guy.”
 Bellamy was quiet for a moment, and he was thankful that the growing darkness concealed 
the grim nod that answered Tyler’s optimistic suggestion. He then leaned in close and brought his 
voice down to a near whisper. “You know Heath, right?”
 “The gambler?”
 Bellamy nodded down the trench to the young man cleaning his rifle. Between the mess of  
dark hair, the furrowed brow, and the intense grimace on his face, he looked like a man who’d been 
fighting since the turn of  the century, despite the fact that he showed up after Tyler and Bellamy 
had. That expression, of  course, naturally gave him a hell of  a poker face. With the small fortune 
he’d amassed playing cards, he clearly didn’t enlist for the money. This man was either bloodthirsty 
or trying to escape. Probably both.
 Bellamy explained. “Guy’s had it rough all his life. Orphaned and homeless as a kid. Got 
adopted eventually, but his brother treated him like shit. The last straw came when the love of  his 
life married the rich S.O.B. across the street, pretty much out of  nowhere. He enlisted that day, 
shipped out soon after.”
 “Sad story. So what’s your point?”
  Bellamy stared at Tyler, as if  trying to bore the answer into his naively thick skull.
  “I’m just saying…shit happens. Even when you least expect it.” 
 Tyler nodded dumbly, clearly not understanding. They were silent for a moment, until Tyler 
brought the subject back to his love life.
 “I asked her to marry me.”
  Bellamy nearly choked on his own spit.
  “Well, in a letter, I mean. Just sent it out yesterday. I know I don’t have a ring and won’t be 
back for a while, but it’s just a formality. I’m sure she’ll say yes anyway, so I didn’t really feel nervous 
writing it. That’s…that’s how you know it’s real, right?”
  Bellamy let out a short laugh, but the lack of  emotion made it sound more like a grunt. He 
stood up and gave Tyler a quick slap on the shoulder.
 “I hope everything works out, buddy.”
***
  Two days later, two letters from Christa came in, one for Tyler and one for Bellamy. Given 
the short time, Tyler noted with some impatience that this would not be her response to his 
proposal.
 And that was the grand irony of  it all. The letters were invitations to the wedding of  Christa 
Brenner and Tony Durst. The wedding wasn’t for another year or so, and the newly engaged couple 
was apparently holding out hope that both Tyler and Bellamy would we back from Europe by then.
Back alive was the thought that slipped from the bottom of  Bellamy’s mind, despite all his efforts to 
the contrary.
 Bellamy didn’t see Tony that day until the orders came: they were going over the top, to try 
to take another minuscule portion of  enemy trench. In the face of  all the other horrors of  the war, 
this was what brought real fear into their hearts. Heavy casualties, as they all knew firsthand, were 
to be expected.
 In preparation for the assault, Allied artillery fire in the area was halted for half  an hour 
beforehand; wouldn’t want their own troops getting blasted by friendly cannon fire, after all. The 
worst part of  this was, Jerry knew what this silence meant. It just gave them time to mount machine 
guns and get them ready for the first poor bastard to stick his head out of  the hole.
 Bellamy was lucky enough to catch Tyler before the assault began, to have what could 
possibly be his last talk with him.
 “Tyler…did you get the news?”
 Tyler’s eyes were unnaturally bright, and he answered with a hearty cackle. “The irony 
almost had me dying of  laughter. Gee, it’s going to be a little awkward once my letter arrives, eh? 
‘Congratulations on your engagement, Chrissy. Care to go for one more?’”
 Bellamy shook his head in disbelief. “You’re not…you know…devastated?”
 Tyler lowered his eyes calmly. “I was, at first. But you know…you guys were right. All of  
you. My head was in the clouds, and I couldn’t see straight. You remember when I got that nasty 
chunk of  shrapnel in my arm, the one they had to pry out with a pair of  pliers? Left a hell of  a scar, 
and all I’ve been able to think is ‘Gee, I bet Christa will be impressed when I show her this.’”
 He looked around him, scanning the trench that was now so full of  energy, soldiers rushing 
back and forth in nervous preparation, with lead in their chambers and their guts both.
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White Walls
by Aaron Pettorini
 It was a typical room: four walls, a clock, a table, and a chair. All four walls were painted white 
because they were part of  the exercise. The point of  the exercise was to change the colors of  the 
walls with your mind. You could choose any color you wanted; you just had to use your mind. 
Everyone else had already done it, and I was the last one to go. They all had done it in a matter of  
seconds. For me, it was harder, it felt like an hour had already passed, and I still couldn’t see the 
walls as any other color but white. I had developed a headache from focusing so hard. It sounded so 
simple, all I had to do was imagine a wall in a different color than white.  
 By now, everyone was cheering for me. To them it must have seemed like I wasn’t even 
trying; it was so simple even a monkey could do it. But no matter how hard I tried, those damned 
walls were still white, painfully white. They were so perfect and brilliant that it hurt my eyes to look 
at them. I looked at the black hands on the clock just to escape the brightness. I tried to trick the 
walls, tell them I was thinking blue, then switch to red last minute. I know it sounds ridiculous, but 
at this point, I was willing to try anything to escape that God-awful shade of  white. I thought about 
just yelling a random color to get out of  there, but they’d know I was lying.  
 Another half-hour passed, I’m sure. The walls were still white, my headache turned into a 
migraine, and the white hurt my eyes even more. Nothing was working. I started to see small black 
spots dancing in the corners of  the room.
 By now, it must have been two hours. The walls knew me better than I knew myself. They 
knew my imperfections and my secrets. They knew what I was thinking even before I thought it. 
Everyone else had left a long time ago. Their answers rang in my ears. Red! Blue! Green! Orange! 
Purple! All I could see was judgmental white. The walls started laughing at me, telling me I couldn’t 
do it. They even began to mock me by changing shape. First, they changed to normal shapes like 
 “I haven’t been enjoying my time here like I should be. Not that this is a party or anything, 
but…we’re actually doing important things here, for the world. Spending my time dreaming of  a 
girl back home, now, that’s just…well, selfish.”
 Bellamy kept staring into Tyler’s eyes, which were still filled with that uncanny vigor, an 
energy that he’d never seen before.
 “You sure you’re alright, Tyler?”
 “Never been better,” he said, tapping his helmet with his index finger. “My head’s not in the 
clouds anymore, Hank. I’m all here now.”
 The officer’s whistle called for the first line to advance.
***
 When the third whistle called for their division to go over the line, Tyler practically leapt out 
of  the trench. For the first time in months, for the first time since he’d come to this hellish war, he 
was fighting with focus and confidence. It honestly kind of  scared him; he was actually eager for this. 
Not eager for the bloodshed or the broken bodies or the barbed wire, but eager for the camaraderie, 
and the knowledge that you’re on the frontlines of  the world’s stage, making a difference.
 He was almost to the enemy trenches when machine gun fire ripped into his chest. Caught by
surprise, he lost his footing, slipped, and fell onto his back in the mud. The breath rushed out of  his 
chest, and though he gasped for air, his pierced lungs wouldn’t let him have it. It was all happening 
so fast.
 From about 20 yards forward, he could hear the sounds of  close combat and shouting. Some 
were his friends, the rest sounded like German. He of  course didn’t speak it, but it was wise to know 
certain important phrases, and the German words for “we surrender” were, now as always, music to 
the ears.
 On his back and staring upward, the world dissolved into a far-off  cadence of  guns, the sound 
of  battle, the falling rain, and the gentle gray of  the clouds. He had tried for so long to convince 
himself  that this was just some sort of  play or a trophy to talk about when you came home to a 
long-awaited wife. But no, it was shit. And shit though it was, it was his. He was all here now, and 
despite the horror of  war, there was nowhere he’d rather be.
 His mouth slowly stretched open in a silent, breathless laugh.
 Mission accomplished, soldier.
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triangles and circles, but they quickly became more creative. They started spiraling and performing 
weird formations just to mess with me. The black spots in the corners started to whisper in my ear. 
I couldn’t understand what they were telling me. I tried to look away, but everywhere I looked all I 
could see was white.  
 I never liked the color white. It always seemed to be mocking me. Who paints walls white 
anyway? They always need to be cleaned. You can never hide anything on a white wall. Even the 
smallest speck of  dirt is an abomination. I never felt comfortable in a room with white walls. I was 
nervous I would ruin them. These walls were ancient, yet they still looked perfect. The walls 
continued laughing at me. Telling me I’m useless and I should give up, I’ll never change them. 
They’re too clean to be anything else. The black spots got bigger and started to dance a little 
faster. I also started to feel them dancing on my skin. It was a relief  knowing they were with me in 
the room.  
 I had lost all accounts of  time by this point. The walls kept getting smaller, almost as if  they 
were running away from me. I started to chase after them, but they were too fast. My friends, the 
spots, were still with me.  
 The white walls were determined to never change. But I was determined to change them, 
even if  it was the last thing I did. The spots told me to forget about the walls and dance with them 
instead. I told them I was supposed to change the color of  the walls, and that’s what I was going to 
do. But it was getting hard to see the walls. The spots must have called more friends because there 
seemed to be more of  them than when they first appeared. I could feel more of  them dancing on me. 
I didn’t like it. I felt so heavy from all of  them; I could hardly move. But I couldn’t give up on the 
walls. I must change them to a different color. I haven’t tried yellow yet. Maybe yellow would make 
the walls happy. I looked around, but I couldn’t see the walls anymore. Where had they gone?  
 I was almost certain days had passed. All I could see was a solid sea of  black spots. There 
were so many I couldn’t tell them apart. It was like there was just one solid darkness around me. I 
felt numb from all their dancing. They were all talking at the same time. Saying different things, but 
all I could hear was static. I started to smell something sulfurous. It reminded me of  what the 
pastor at church said hell smelled like in Sunday school when I was young. I wasn’t sure where I 
was or what I was doing. All I could see, feel, or hear were those black spots. I couldn’t tell if  I was 
asleep or awake. Nothing felt real, but everything had a meaning.  
 Suddenly I was back in the room with all those people, the four white walls, the clock, the 
table, and the chair. I still felt heavy and numb, but I was sure I was in the room. This time there 
was a disgusting taste in my mouth. It tasted like rotten eggs. I tried to spit it out, but it wouldn’t go 
away. The director looked at me and said, “Now it’s your turn. Try and change the walls to any color 
you’d like.” This time, when I looked at the walls, they were yellow! I had done it! But why couldn’t I 
do it before? What changed? Was I dreaming the first time, or am I dreaming now?  
 I started to hear voices mumbling in the background. What was going on? I felt a prick on 
my arm, and a cold tingling sensation run down my body. But when I looked, nothing was there. It 
must have been a gnat. The voices got louder, but I still couldn’t understand them. I looked back at 
the walls to make sure they were still yellow. When I turned my head, I saw a flash of  black, then 
blue, then a blinding white light. The voices became clearer, and I started to feel my body again. I 
heard someone say, “He had a severe brain aneurysm and will most likely never recover. What would 
you like us to do, Misses Halder?” 
 I could hear the tears in my wife’s voice as she said, “Pull the plug, Doctor.”
 I began to hear other voices weeping in the background as well. I was confused for a second, 
but almost instantly, I felt warm again. I started to look around, and there were the yellow walls, 
coming back to me! Everything bad had vanished, and all I could feel was the warmth of  the yellow 
walls as they carried me to my death.   
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 Two tiny pink lines on a white strip. Sickly sweet, like pink cotton candy on pink fingertips 
that stay sticky even after you lick and lick. Even after the pink disappears, the sugar leaves a 
clinging residue.  
 Maggie had never felt anything against the color pink. In fact, she quite liked it. There were 
tiny pink roses blooming in front of  her apartment building, she’d gotten a pair of  fluffy pink socks 
as a Christmas gift last year, her favorite Chapstick was pink. But the moment she saw those tiny 
pink lines on that white stick, pink became evil. Pink was all her fears come true, pink was 
heartbreak and heartache, pink would destroy her.  
***
 Can we talk? Her fingers tremble as she types the text. The read receipt pops up hardly a 
minute later. Three pulsing dots, and then, sure babe, what’s up? She asks Stephen to meet her at the 
neighborhood park, right next to his white-picket-fence house. Thirty minutes later, his steps leave 
imprints on the sand as he passes the merry-go-round. Under the cover of  darkness, he almost 
doesn’t see her on the swing. She sits as solitary and serene as a ghost, her hair forming a wispy halo 
around her haggard face.  
 “What’s up?” he asks, nervously glancing back toward the house. She moves her lips, but no 
sound comes out. Clearing her throat, she tries again.  
 “I think we need to stop seeing each other,” comes out so quickly, the words trip over 
themselves. He reels back as if  her words were punches. 
 “What?” He shakes his head, stunned. “Why? Last week you said we were fine…” Trailing 
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doesn’t see her on the swing. She sits as solitary and serene as a ghost, her hair forming a wispy halo 
around her haggard face.  
 “What’s up?” he asks, nervously glancing back toward the house. She moves her lips, but no 
sound comes out. Clearing her throat, she tries again.  
 “I think we need to stop seeing each other,” comes out so quickly, the words trip over 
themselves. He reels back as if  her words were punches. 
 “What?” He shakes his head, stunned. “Why? Last week you said we were fine…” Trailing 
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off, he shoves his hands deep into the pockets of  his jeans. She stares into the distance, her 
expression detached, unreadable.  
 “I just… I don’t know. It’s too hard.” she says vaguely. Her eyes are numb, bereft of  emotion, 
carved from cold marble. They terrify him.  
 “Mags.” He tries to reach for her hand, but she pulls it away and pretends to fix her hair. 
Frustrated, he rubs his fingers across his own weary face, imploring her with his next words. “I love 
you, that’s got to count for something. I’ve loved you from the first time I laid my eyes on you. Isn’t 
that enough? Some people search their whole lives for that. Please don’t do this. Please. I need you.” 
He spoke with such anguish, his eyes so soft, that Maggie’s fragile façade almost cracked. Almost. 
But when she closed her eyes, those sticky pink lines screamed at her from behind closed lids, 
sheathing her in their invisible armor.  
 “No. No, it’s not enough. You know I love you. But I just can’t do it anymore.” She looks at 
the ground. “Lucy doesn’t deserve this. If  she knew, it would kill her.” Silence follows her words. 
Nothing but a cricket orchestra and the occasional hoot of  an owl interrupts the pervading quiet, as 
still as death. At the mention of  Lucy, Stephen’s face becomes a screen to mask the battle occurring 
within, fighting between convincing Maggie to stay and letting her go for the sake of  the woman he 
married all those years ago.  
 “Fine,” he finally says. A pause, and then a pained “So this is it?” She shrugs. He sticks out a 
hand awkwardly, and she shakes it just as awkwardly. Stuffing his hands back in his pockets, he 
swivels and sets a measured pace back to his white-picket-fence house. He restrains himself  from 
running, making his steps as mechanical as a metronome. Because if  he starts to run, he doesn’t 
know when he’ll stop; if  he starts to cry, the city will drown.  
 The woman on the swings looks so frail that she could be a teenager, with her hair loose and 
tumbling all around her shoulders. As soon as he is out of  sight, her body shakes with sobs that 
come tearing out from the depths of  her bleeding red heart. She keels over and heaves.  
***
 Maggie hesitantly enters the small apartment, the room as naked as branches in winter. The 
stark walls stand bare, scrubbed of  skin in some places so that their chipped paint reveals a grey 
skeleton underneath. This cramped lodging cost her a sizeable chunk of  her scrupulous savings; she 
had chosen it because it was in a decent part of  the city, and in New York, that was saying 
something. Rubbing her slightly distended stomach, she sags against the slanted doorframe. Leaving 
England had broken her heart, but she didn’t feel as if  she’d had a choice. Stephen and Lucy could 
never know, and if  she had stayed, they were bound to find out.  
 “Naomi,” her throat and lips voice the name, but its shape feels foreign on her tongue and 
against the insides of  her cheeks. It echoes and fades into the void. “Naomi,” she says again, stronger 
this time. She feels like Naomi; she is tired like Naomi, grieving like Naomi, a foreigner like Naomi. 
She lost the love of  her life like Naomi. Maggie closes her eyes, too spent to cry, too jittery to sleep, 
so instead, she prays, lifting her bleeding red heart, those tiny pink lines that haunt her dreams, and 
the tiny heartbeat in the very center of  her stomach, up to the blue heavens. 
***
 A wail pierces the sanitary white room, full of  hovering face masks and scrub caps. Maggie’s 
pale features melt into a smile, a gentle lifting of  the cheeks, a soft folding at the edges of  each eye. 
Her dark halo lays matted with sweat on a hospital pillow. She has never been so tired in her entire 
life. It seems to her as if  exhaustion has merged with the marrow in her bones, and each new blood 
cell produced bears this weight.  
 “Can I hold her?” she asks, her voice hoarse. One of  the nurses washes the newborn girl, 
finishes swaddling her, and lays her in the crook of  Maggie’s arms. “Oh,” Maggie sighs. How 
beautiful this child was: tiny mounds for cheeks that dimpled at the start of  her tiny puckered lips 
and eyes like the blue sea she had crossed to be here.  
 “What would you like to name her?” The nurse holds a pen, poised to record the answer. 
 “Melody. Her name is Melody,” Maggie breathes, her smile the ghost of  better times. Days 
when she would sit on the floor of  Lucy’s home and listen to the songs that Philip and Stephen sang. 
Days when she was in music school and her fingers poured her heart like paint across the black and 
white keys, breathing life into them, making them dance. Rainy days that found her sprawled across 
her bed, book in hand, with a record humming softly in the background, or headphones blasting 
music deep into her soul. Days that weren’t days at all, but rather evenings, spent in theaters, her 
entire being resurrected and enthralled by the songs that reverberated within the hollows of  her 
bones, within the lumens of  her veins. Now she had a new song, and she would sing it as best as she 
could. 
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Throughout history, humankind has gathered together collections of  
beautiful things, ranging from bottlecaps to coins to seashells or even 
flowers. No matter the season, humans have devoted hours of  their time 
to admire and share the world’s beauty with those around them. These 
relationships then become their own collections of  the beautiful, friends 
and family gathering together to appreciate that which they find most 
lovely, spanning across distance, hardship, and time. Today, we 
continue to admire the world’s beauty and cherish the love we find 
there. The word we know today as “anthology” is derived from the 
Greek word “anthologia,” meaning collection of  flowers. We at Fleur 
d’Araignée Publishing Co. gathered our beautiful flowers, short stories 
written by students between the years of  2015 and 2017, and tied them 
together with love, for you. 
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